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Abstract of the Dissertation
Characterization of the Energetic Impact of Electrosprayed Nanodroplets on Inert Materials
By
Rafael Borrajo Pelaez
Doctor of Philosophy in Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
University of California, Irvine, 2014
Professor Manuel Gamero Castaño, Chair

The energetic bombardment of covalently bonded materials by electrosprayed nanodroplets
causes sputtering, topographic changes and amorphization of the target’s surface. The goal of
this thesis is to investigate these phenomena using a variety of semiconductor materials and
dielectric liquids. The electrosprays are characterized via time-of-flight spectrometry to
determine the nanodroplet charge-to-mass ratio which, together with the acceleration voltage,
yield the impact velocity, stagnation pressure, and kinetic energy of the projectiles. The damage
caused by the beams on the surfaces of single-crystal targets such as Si, SiC, InAs, InP, Ge,
GaAs, GaSb and GaN is characterized with different tools including a mechanical profilometer,
an atomic force microscope, and scanning and transmission electron microscopy, measuring the
sputtering yield (ejected atoms per projectile’s molecule), sputtering rate, surface roughness, and
the morphology of the surface affected by the beam. These figures of merit are quantified in
terms of the projectile’s size, molecular mass and kinetic energy. Nanodroplets are efficient
sputtering projectiles, with maximum sputtering yields of 11.5 and 25.1 for the technological
important but difficult to etch SiC and GaN. The maximum sputtering rates for SiC, GaN and

xiii

GaSb are 720, 1750 and 2380nm/min. The surface roughness and sputtering yields typically
increase with the projectile’s kinetic energy for all targets, and exhibit sharp maxima for
nanodroplets with high molecular mass. The very different sputtering by droplets that are
macroscopically similar, and the strong dependence of the impact phenomenology on molecular
mass, indicate that nanodroplet sputtering is intrinsically a molecular scale phenomenon,
dominated by the transfer of energy under non equilibrium conditions, and hence not amenable
to modeling with a continuum formulation. For the case of single-crystal silicon the influence of
the projectile’s velocity on amorphization is studied. The impacts of nanodroplets on a singlecrystal silicon wafer at kinetic energies exceeding a threshold amorphatize a thin superficial
layer, of thickness comparable to the droplet diameter. This thesis contributes to develop a new
generation of energetic projectile sources in a previously unavailable particle size range,
producing beams which can be electrostatically focused into submicrometric spots, similar to
focused ion beams, or multiplexed for broad-beam batch fabrication.

xiv

Chapter I.

Introduction

I.1 Overview
Atomic, molecular and cluster ions impacting on a solid can eject atoms from its surface. This
atomic-scale phenomenon is referred to as sputtering. Physical sputtering is used in surface
engineering and surface analysis applications such as ion beam milling, focused ion beams,
sputtered deposition, ion etching and secondary ion mass spectrometry. The mass of an atomic
ion plays an important role in determining the sputtering yield, and generally on the
phenomenology of the impact [1]. Light projectiles directed towards a strongly bonded material
penetrate deep into the target, exchanging momentum with the atoms encountered along its path
which in turn interact with other atoms. These collisions may transfer enough energy to nearsurface atoms to overcome the surface binding potential, ultimately escaping the surface. Light
projectiles interact with few of the atoms in the neighborhood of its track, giving rise to the socalled linear collision cascade sputtering [2]. In contrast the penetration range of heavy atomic
ions, molecular ions and gas cluster ions is much shorter, producing shallow layers of atoms with
high energy densities, larger numbers of atoms capable of overcoming the surface binding
potential, and ultimately non-linear and enhanced sputtering [3]. Besides enhanced sputtering
yield, the distinct phenomenology derived from the short penetration range and high energy
density deposition includes surface cleaning and smoothing, low energy ion implantation, and
the ability to desorb intact macromolecules from organic samples for secondary ion mass
spectrometry [4, 5]. Although these beneficial features are correlated with the size of the
projectile, the study of size effects has been restricted to diameters below a few nanometers, i.e.
1

to the largest gas cluster ions that can be accelerated to hypervelocities by practical acceleration

voltages. For example, the diameter of a large Ar2000
gas cluster ion is 5.6 nm. Thus the absence

of an appropriate particle source has hindered the experimental research with larger projectiles
and the development of applications benefitting from them, an obstacle that has now been
removed by the introduction of energetic beams of electrosprayed nanodroplets, extending the
diameter range of projectiles for ion beam applications [6]. The electrohydrodynamic
atomization of liquids into charged nanodroplets generates projectiles with narrow diameter
distributions, average diameters controllable from a few nanometers to tens of microns, and
charging levels near the maximum set by the Rayleigh limit [7]. In addition, a great variety of
liquids with different chemical compositions and molecular masses can be electrosprayed to
produce nanodroplets. No other ion source provides comparable control of both the projectile
size and the molecular mass.
The goal of this thesis is to provide deeper understanding of the physical phenomena involved in
the energetic impact of electrosprayed nanodroplets. After this introductory chapter, Chapter II
describes the properties of different beams of electrosprayed nanodroplets which can be used in
sputtering, in terms of charge-to-mass ratio, mass distribution and average droplet diameter,
which are characterized via time-of-flight analysis. Chapter III studies the nanodroplet sputtering
of single-crystal semiconductors including indium arsenide, indium phosphide, germanium,
gallium arsenide, gallium antimonide, gallium nitride and silicon carbide, quantifying the
sputtering yield, sputtering rate and surface roughness of these semiconductors as functions of
the nanodroplet velocity. This section also studies the influence of projectile dose on the
sputtering yield and the surface roughness of single-crystal Si. Chapter IV is an experimental
study on the amorphization of silicon by exposure to electrospray beams. Samples of amorphous
2

layers are extracted from the surface by means of focus ion beam milling, and analyzed with
transmission electron microscopy. The thickness of this layer as a function of the projectile’s
kinetic energy is characterized. Chapter V studies the effect of the nanodroplet’s molecular mass
on the sputtering of single-crystal silicon, and on the topography of the resulting surfaces. The
sputtering yield, surface roughness and surface features caused by the bombardment of singlecrystal silicon is studied for nanodroplets of different liquids in a wide range of impact velocities.
Finally, Chapter VI extends the research on the effects of the projectile’s molecular mass to a
larger group of targets, including Si, GaN, GaAs, Ge and SiC. Beamlets of two liquids with
different molecular masses are electrosprayed into nanodroplets in the lowest range of diameter,
exploring an extended range of projectile’s kinetic energy which is the highest ever used in
nanodroplet impact. The results are analyzed in terms of surface roughness, sputtering yield and
sputtering rate as a function of projectile’s molecular mass and kinetic energy.

I.2 Electrospray: Fundamentals and Applications
The electro-hydrodynamic atomization is a method used to produce charged droplets of dielectric
liquids. This technique is also known as electrospray. The first experimental observations related
to the electrospray phenomenon go back to the 16th century, when W. Gilbert reported the
deformation of droplets into a cone in the presence of a charged piece of amber [8]. In 1882,
Rayleigh estimated theoretically the maximum amount of charge a liquid droplet can carry
before undergoing a Columbic explosion [9]. In 1914, Zeleny conducted research on the
behavior of liquid meniscus at the tip of glass capillaries in the presence of electric fields [10]. In
the 1960s, Sir G. I. Taylor studied the effect of electric fields on charged droplets and jets,
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proposing a theoretical model for the cone shape adopted by liquid droplets [11, 12]. During the
1980s, J.B. Fenn at Yale University introduced the use of electrospray ionization coupled with
mass spectrometry, enabling the analysis of biological macromolecules [13]. The relevance of
this contribution made electrospray a critical tool in Chemistry and granted Fenn the Nobel price
of Chemistry in 2002.
The schematic of a typical electrospray emitter is shown in Figure 1. It consists of a fused silica
capillary with a sharpened tip which faces a grounded electrode or extractor placed at a distance
d. When liquid flows through the capillary towards its end, a liquid meniscus forms at its tip due
to the effect of the liquid surface tension. This meniscus has semi-spherical shape. A voltage
difference VE applied between the liquid and the extractor electrode induces an electric field
which is a function of the potential difference and the geometry as follows [14]:

E

2 VE
,
r ln( 4d / r )

(I.1)

where r is the liquid radius of curvature. Since the liquid contains charge carriers which are free
to move in the presence of the electric field, net polarization of the liquid occurs. Under a certain
threshold of applied potential VE, the liquid meniscus responds to a voltage increase by reaching
a new equilibrium geometry. This new geometry involves a smaller value for the curvature
radius. When a voltage over that threshold is applied, the liquid meniscus adopts the shape of a
cone, known as Taylor’s cone. The theoretical shape of this cone was described by Sir G. I.
Taylor, assuming steady state and the surface of the cone to be an equipotential surface [11]. In
order for this to be possible the electric field must be symmetric with respect to the azimuthal
direction and there must exist dependence on the radial coordinate Rc to balance the surface
tension and produce the cone. The solution of this problem is the following:
4

VE  V0  A( RC )1/ 2 P1/ 2 (cos  0 ) ,

(I.2)

where A is a constant. The equipotential surface VE = V0 exists at a value of the polar angle

   0 , producing an equipotential cone. The angle necessary for VE = V0 at any value of Rc is a
zero of the Legendre polynomial of order 1/2, i.e., P1/2 (cosθ0). The only zero between 0 and π
occurs at 130.7°, the complement of the Taylor's cone angle of 49.3º. The apex of the conical
meniscus cannot become infinitely small. A singularity develops when the hydrodynamic
relaxation time τH given by the following expression:

H 

r


(I.3)

becomes larger than the charge relaxation time τC defined by this ratio [7]:

C 

r 0
,


(I.4)

where r is used as a characteristic length, ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum, εr is the liquid’s
relative permittivity and μ, γ and κ are the liquid’s viscosity, surface tension and electric
conductivity, respectively. The Taylor’s cone emits a jet of charged liquid from its vertex. Due to
instabilities in the flow, the ejected jet breaks into small charged droplets, which are dispersed in
the radial direction as a consequence of Coulomb repulsion, producing the so called electrospray.

5

Figure 1. Schematic of an electrospray emitter.

The applications of electrostatic atomization are many. The use of electrospray as an ionization
source in mass spectrometry has revolutionized the analysis of biological macromolecules. This
technique overcomes the propensity of these molecules to fragment when ionized and produces
multiply charged ions, extending the mass range of the analysis to the kDa-MDa orders of
magnitude [13, 15, 16]. Combined with ion mobility spectrometry (IMS), electrospray ionization
mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) can be used to characterize the structure of proteins [17, 18] and
synthetic polymers [19], to perform online analysis of gases such as human skin vapors and
breath [20, 21]

or to detect explosive traces in extremely low concentrations [22]. The

electrostatic atomization of liquids is relevant to processes requiring fine atomization, especially
when a spray of charged droplets offers additional advantages such as the reduction of droplet
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coalescence or the means to control their trajectories. Some examples of these applications are
dispensing of drugs, colloid thrusters and spray combustion [23, 24, 25].

I. 3 Literature Review
The hypervelocity impact of projectiles on a surface is a phenomenon which has been
extensively studied for projectiles in the macroscopic scale, i.e., of sizes greater than several
microns [26]. In a much smaller scale, this phenomenon is present in the ion beam processing
techniques, consisting in the bombardment of surfaces by ionic, molecular or cluster projectiles
with sizes less than or equal to a few nanometers. The size of the projectiles has important effects
on how an ion beam interacts with a target, and extending the range of this parameter beyond
atomic dimensions offers opportunities in both research and technological applications. For
example, the size of gas cluster ions and their relatively low specific charge compared to atomic
ions are credited with the high sputtering yields, dense energy deposition and shallow surface
damage typical of cluster ion beams [4]; large projectile sizes are correlated with the ability to
desorb large molecules in secondary ion mass spectrometry [27]; and the theoretical study of the
energetic impact of cluster ions and larger nanoparticles has become a problem of interest [28,
29, 30, 31] Gas cluster ions are the largest projectiles available but, due to their low charging
level (one elementary charge), their effective diameters are limited to a few nanometers (e.g. a

large Ar4000
gas cluster ion has a diameter of 6.5 nm). The introduction of electrosprayed

nanodroplets has extended the diameter range of projectiles for ion beam applications [6]. The
atomization of liquids by means of electrospray operated in the cone-jet mode generates charged
droplets with size and charge-to-mass ratio which can be controlled, as they are a function of the
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flow rate of electrosprayed liquid [32, 7]. This technique therefore provides the means to study
the problem of projectile impact in the intermediate projectile size range of 10 nm-1 µm,
between the ion beam and the macroscopic ranges.
Research conducted on sputtering by electrosprayed nanodroplets has shown that nanodroplets
are efficient sputtering projectiles. Sputtering yields of 2.3, 1.5, and 2.3 atoms ejected per
projectile molecule have been reported respectively for single-crystal silicon, and poly crystalline
silicon carbide and boron carbide by electrosprayed nanodroplets of 30-50 nm siz. The
associated sputtering rates of 448, 172 and 170 nm/min far exceed the physical sputtering of
broad-beam ion sources [33]. The high sputtering rates obtained by nanodroplet beams are a
result of the large molecular flux achievable with electrospray, and the high level of charge that
electrospraying technique imparts to the droplets [34]. which enables very the acceleration of
projectiles to very high speeds.
Besides sputtering, the amorphization of silicon has been the object of extensive study.
Crystalline and amorphous configurations of silicon are the principal materials used for solidstate electronics and photovoltaic technologies, factor which has contributed to spark interest in
understanding the physics of the amorphization process [35]. Crystalline Si undergoes different
transitions of phase when exposed to changes in pressure. For instance, standard cubic diamond
phase becomes -Sn metallic phase at room temperature when compressed beyond a certain
threshold of stress [36], 11.3 GPa under hydrostatic compression [37] and 10-12 GPa under
unidirectional shock-wave compression [38]. The reconstructive transition yields two metastable
crystalline configurations upon slow decompression. Apart from crystalline phase transitions,
experiments show that -Sn metallic silicon may be converted into an amorphous state at room
temperature directly under Vickers and Knoop indentations, when undergoing a fast
8

decompression [39]. Amorphous silicon can also be formed through fast cooling of liquid
silicon. This is a problem which has been approached both experimentally and numerically by
means of molecular dynamics simulations [40, 41], being determined that the required quenching
rates for that phase transition to take place are of the order of 1012 K/s.

Amorphization

of

crystalline silicon upon compression has been observed for particles[35], but not for macroscopic
shockwave experiments on bulk material. Gamero et Al. reported that the hypervelocity impact
of electrosprayed nanodroplets on crystalline silicon produces an amorphous layer with a
thickness comparable to the droplet diameters [42], the only apparent difference with the
macroscopic problem being the several orders of magnitude disparity between the sizes of the
projectiles. Gamero et Al. hypothesized that the phase transition, occurring for projectile’s
stagnation pressure of 15 GPa, takes place due to the decompression of the -Sn phase or the
compression of the diamond phase. More recently research conducted by Saiz and Gamero [43]
has shed light on the physics involved in the nanodroplet amorphization problem. A molecular
dynamics model of a nanodroplet impacting on single-crystal silicon shows that the
amorphization takes place as a result of the heating and subsequent melting of a thin layer of
silicon bordering the collision area, followed by very fast quenching with cooling rates in the
order of 1013 K/s. Under these conditions, crystalline growth is prevented from happening,
yielding an amorphous configuration.
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Chapter II.

Electrospray: A Source of Energetic Projectiles

II.1 Introduction
The electrohydrodynamic atomization of dielectric liquids produces projectiles which can be
used to sputter covalently bonded materials as hard and inert as SiC or GaN. Electrosprays
operated in the cone-jet mode generate charged droplets with narrow size distributions [44]. The
average diameter of the droplets is controlled from a few nanometers, larger than what can be
obtained from any large molecular or cluster ion beam, to macroscopic dimensions by adjusting
the flow rate and the physical properties of the liquid. Electrospraying technique imparts high
charging levels to the droplets close to the Rayleigh limit [7], allowing high acceleration of large
particles with practical voltages. Since many dielectric liquids are readily electrosprayed in
vacuum, electrohydrodynamic atomization can be used as a source of energetic nanoparticle
beams. Besides enabling research and technological applications in a previously unavailable
projectile size range, the electrospray source has other advantageous properties: being a point
source its beamlets can be electrostatically focused into submicrometric spots; MEMS
techniques can be used to fabricate sources with dense emitter arrays for broad beam
applications; and the chemical composition of the projectile can be varied extensively to
combine physical sputtering with chemical effects. The electrosprays of dielectric liquids are
composed of a complex mixture of ions and charged droplets, which can be analyzed to
determine the structure of the beam [45]. This section presents a characterization via time-offlight of electrospray beams of formamide and the ionic liquids ethylammonium nitrate (EAN),
1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium

tetrafluoroborate
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(EMI-BF4),

1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium

bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl) imide (EMI-Im), triethylsulfonium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)
imide (TES), and trihexyltetradecylphosphonium bis(2,4,4-trimethylpentyl) phosphinate (TPP).
Time-of-flight curves and mass-to-charge distributions are provided for more than twenty
electrospray beams of different liquids, which can be used for the sputtering of covalently
bonded materials. Section II.2 describes the experimental apparatus associated to the time-offlight analysis. The results of this study, including the effects of the liquid composition, mass
flow rate and temperature on the electrospray structure are discussed in Section II.3. Finally,
Section II.4 summarizes the conclusions of this chapter.

II.2 Experimental Apparatus
Figure 2 shows a schematic of the experimental setup. A vacuum chamber hosts an electrospray
emitter consisting in a platinum needle with a sharpened end where the Taylor’s cone is formed.
The liquid is fed to the emitter from a bottle located outside the vacuum chamber by a fused
silica capillary inserted in metallic tube. The pressure of this bottle can be adjusted to control the
liquid flow rate delivered to the emitter. More detailed information about this electrospray source
can be found in Sections III.2, V.2 and VI.2 of this document. A voltage difference V E of 2-3
KV between the emitter and a grounded electrode produces an electrospray with a total current
I E , which is operated in the cone-jet mode. A small fraction of this beam, with a current I B , is

sampled through a 0.55 mm diameter pinhole at the extractor electrode. A resistor and a
thermocouple embedded in the extractor electrode are connected to a temperature controller in
order to regulate the temperature of the liquid. The beamlet is characterized with a time-of-flight
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setup [46]. An ultrafast switch is used to short VE and produce a sudden interruption of the
electrospray. A collector is placed at a distance LTOF from the emitter, and connected to a timeof-flight electrometer to measure the time variation of the beam current, i.e., the time-of-flight
curves I B (t ) . Additionally, the time-of-flight data can be converted to a mass-to-charge
distribution f (m / q) as follows:
m
LTOF
f   
 q  2 2 VE

m
I 'B (t )
q

(II.1)

The integral of this mass-to-charge distribution function yields the mass flow rate of the beamlet
collected by the time-of-flight electrometer:

m m
m   f   d
q q

(II.2)

We define two different droplet charge-to-mass ratios:

1 

IB
m

2 

;

m
q

m m
f   d
q q
m

(II.3-4)

The first ratio 1 is an average calculated from the total current and the mass flow rate of the
beamlet. The ratio  2 is defined as the weighted average of the mass-to-charge distribution
normalized with the beamlet mass flow rate. Note that these definitions are arbitrary, and they
may yield different values for each beamlet. The average diameter of droplets is estimated from
the charge-to-mass ratio assuming that droplets are charged at 68% of their Rayleigh limit, which
is the maximum charge that a stable droplet can contain:
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1/ 3

 d  0.68

2/3

 288  0 
 2

2 
    

(II.5)

0 is the permittivity of the vacuum, while and  are the surface tension and density of the
liquid. The suitability of the 0.68 factor has been confirmed by experiments with electrosprayed
nanodroplets of EMI-Im and propylene carbonate [47].

Figure 2. Schematic of the experimental setup. An electrospray source placed inside a vacuum
chamber produces a beamlet of nanodroplets which are characterized with a time-of-flight
device.

One electrospray of each liquid operated in typical conditions for sputtering is characterized by
means of this time-of-flight setup. Additionally, electrosprays of EAN are analyzed for different
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values of the beam current IE, i.e., for different values of the spray mass flow rate. Finally, a set
of EMI-Im electrosprays is produced for different temperatures, while operating the emitter at
minimum flow rate to maximize the specific charge of the droplets. The results are analyzed in
terms of the beamlet TOF curves, mass-to-charge distribution, the charge-to-mass ratios and the
droplet diameter of each beamlet.

II.3 Results and Discussion
Figures 3(a) through 3(c) show the time-of-flight curves I B (t ) corresponding to one electrospray
of each liquid, instants before and after turning off the electrospray at t  0 . Figure 3 (a)
compares the TOF pulses for EMI-Im, TES and TPP. The shape of the curves is correlated to the
ion and droplet composition of the beamlets. Initially, before the electrospray current is
interrupted, the electrometer measures the total current of each beamlet in steady state. Instants
after the voltage is shorted by the TOF switch the current decreases as soon as the flow of
particles hitting the collector is interrupted. The curves associated to the EMI-Im and TES
beamlets show a sharp step near the origin, produced by the singly charged ions which are the
faster particles in the beam. The subsequent and more gradual decrement is due to charged
droplets [45]. In contrast, the curve of the TPP beamlet only presents a gradual decrease since
this beam does not have a significant proportion of ions versus droplets. The atomization of this
liquid, with lower conductivity, produces particles with lower specific charge, what explains why
its droplets are slower than any other liquid for similar acceleration potentials. The TOF of TPP
droplets doubles the TOF of EMI-Im and TES. Figure 3(b) shows TOF pulses of EAN and EMIBF4 beamlets. Their structure resembles the one of EMI-Im, a mixture of ions and droplets, with
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even stronger initial drops in the TOF signal, due to the higher proportion of current carried by
singly charged ions in the case of EAN and EMI-BF4. Figure 3(c) compares the TOF pulses of
three beamlets of FM at different mass flow rates, with associated electrospray currents of 330,
490 and 700 nA. The curves reveal a small proportion of ions compared to droplets in the three
beamlets. As the mass flow rate is increased, the time-of-flight of the beamlets increases due to
the lower specific charge of the particles. Furthermore, the steady state current of the beamlet
decreases because only a small fraction at the center of the total electrospray beam is sampled,
and the current at the center of the beam is lower as the mass flow rate increases [45]. Figure
3(d) shows the mass-to-charge distribution f (m / q) corresponding to the EMI-Im, TES and TPP
beamlets. EMI-Im and TES have similar distributions, with one sharp peak near the origin with
very low m / q corresponding to the population of singly charged ions, and a broader peak of
higher mass-to-charge ratio at m / q ~ 0.0015 kg / C associated to charged nanodroplets. The
integral of the mass-to-charge distribution function yields the mass flow rate collected by the
time-of-flight electrometer for each beam. Note that the mass flow rate associated to ions
represents a negligible fraction compared to that of the charged nanodroplets in these two
beamlets. The distribution for TPP is considerably different, formed only by nanodroplets with a
relatively high mass-to-charge ratio. The nanodroplets are distributed in one peak at
m / q  0.0045 kg / C and a smaller tail-shaped distribution of droplets with m / q ranging up to

0.01 kg/C. The charge-to-mass ratio 1 is 656, 585 and 292 for EMI-Im, TES and TPP. The
average droplet diameters are 34.5, 36.3 and 79 nm. The mass-to-charge distributions
corresponding to the beamlets of EAN and EMI-BF4 are shown in Figure 3(e). Both have a peak
produced by singly charged ions at low m / q , and nanodroplet peaks at 0.0005 kg/C and 0.0010
kg/C. The charge-to-mass ratio 1 for this beamlets is 2054 and 1194, respectively, and the
15

droplet diameters are 20.1 and 29.9 nm. Figure 3(f) shows the effect on the mass-to-charge
distribution produced by an increase in the current of formamide electrosprays. As the current
increases from 330 to 700 nA, the m / q increases from 0.001 to 0.0025 kg/C. Furthermore,
increasing flow rates are associated to broader distributions of nanodroplets. The resulting
charge-to-mass ratio 1 for FM ranges between 1024 C/kg at IE=330 nA and 503 C/kg at IE=700
nA. The average droplet diameters vary between 37.0 and 59.5 nm.
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Figure 3. Time of flight waves associated to the electrosprays of: (a) EMI-Im (IE=286 nA), TES
and TPP; (b) EAN (IE=895 nA) and EMI-BF4; and (c) FM (IE=330,490 and700 nA). Mass-tocharge ratio distributions for (d) EMI-Im (IE=286 nA), TES and TPP; (e) EAN (IE=895 nA) and
EMI-BF4; and (f) FM (IE=330,490 and700 nA).
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Figure 4(a) shows TOF curves for electrosprays of EAN produced at currents increasing from
660 to 1040 nA, i.e., mass flow rates ranging from 2.01×10-12 to 1.71×10-11 kg/s. The mass flow
rate has a clear effect on the time-of-flight waves of the beamlets, as observed in the formamide
beamlets described above. As this parameter increases, both the initial signal drop associated to
the singly charged ions and the gradual drop due to the nanodroplets become noticeably slower.
This is reflected in the mass-to-charge distributions associated to the electrosprays, shown in
Figure 4(b). At low electrospray current, singly charged ion peaks have higher signal and the
droplet distributions are very narrow, peaking at m / q as low as 0.0001 kg/C. At the highest
electrospray current, the nanodroplet distribution is much broader and it peaks at m / q ~0.0008
kg/C. This translates into charge-to-mass ratio 1 ranging between 15647 and 3157 C/kg, and
droplet diameters between 5.2 and 15.1 nm.
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Figure 4. (a) Time of flight waves and (b) mass-to-charge distributions for electrosprays of EAN
at increasing mass flow rates from 2.01×10-12 kg/s (IE=660 nA) to 1.71×10-11 kg/s (IE=1040 nA).

Figure 5(a) shows TOF waves corresponding to electrosprays of EMI-Im at increasing
temperatures between 22.4 and 90ºC. The electrosprays are operated so that the mass flow rate is
the minimum that allows the formation of a stable Taylor’s cone at each temperature, in order to
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maximize the specific charge of droplets. As temperature increases, the surface tension of the
liquid decreases and the electric conductivity increases, allowing lower minimum flow rates and
higher specific charge of the beamlet. This is in agreement with the TOF curves, which have
decreasing steady state current with increasing temperature. The increase of specific charge with
temperature is visible in the time-of-flight curves, which become significantly faster since the
acceleration potential of all the beams is the same. Figure 5(b) shows the mass-to-charge
distribution of these beamlets. At higher temperature, the relative amount of ions becomes larger
to the detriment of the droplets. The effect of increasing the temperature and decreasing the mass
flow rate decreases noticeably the mass-to-charge peak associated to droplets from 0.001 kg/C at
22.4ºC to 0.0004 kg/C at 90.0ºC, with 1 of 1162 and 3351 C/kg, respectively, and droplet
diameters which range between 23.6 and 11.7 nm.
Table I is a summary of the operation conditions for each beamlet and the results of the time-offlight analysis in terms of the beamlet charge-to-mass ratios 1 and  2 , with ranges of 292-15646
C/kg and 242-8528 C/kg, respectively. Note that the definition of 1 and  2 is arbitrary, and
hence the values of these two parameters may differ considerably for a beamlet, the difference
being accentuated when the shape of the TOF wave is less abrupt. In addition, the average
droplet diameter of each beamlet is displayed. Droplet diameter ranges from 5 to 79 nm. This
reveals that the choice of liquid in addition to the selection of operation parameters such as
temperature or mass flow rate allow the variation of the droplet specific charge within two orders
of magnitude and the droplet diameter within one order of magnitude.
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Figure 5. (a) Time of flight waves and (b) mass-to-charge distributions for electrosprays of EMIIm at increasing temperatures from 22.4 to 90.0°C.
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Table I. Properties of the electrospray beams used in the study: chemical formula; beamlet mass
flow rate, m (kg/s); temperature, T (ºC); electrospray current, I E (nA); beamlet current, I B (nA);
average droplet charge-to-mass ratio,  1 (C/kg); distribution weighted average droplet charge-tomass ratio,  2 (C/kg); and average droplet diameter,  d  (nm).
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292.2

II.4 Conclusions
Electrospray beamlets of formamide and the ionic liquids EAN, EMI-BF4, EMI-Im, TES and
TPP are inspected via time-of-flight. The TOF curves reveal the influence of the liquid
composition in the structure of the beam. While EMI-Im, TES, EAN and EMI-BF4 beamlets are
rich in singly charge ions, FM have a smaller proportion of ions compared to droplets and the
liquid TPP does not produce any ions. The liquid mass flow rate affects the mass-to-charge
distribution of the beamlets. Higher mass flow rates are associated to slower beamlets, with
broader distributions of nanodroplets peaking at higher values of mass-to-charge ratio and larger
average droplet diameter. Increasing the temperature of the liquid is an effective way to reduce
the minimum mass flow rate of the electrospray, reaching higher charge-to-mass ratio and
decreasing the size of the particles. The choice of liquid in addition to the selection of operation
parameters such as temperature or mass flow rate allow the variation of the droplet specific
charge within two orders of magnitude and the variation of droplet diameter within one order of
magnitude.
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Chapter III.

Sputtering of Single-Crystal Hard Semiconductors
by Electrosprayed Nanodroplets

III.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a characterization of the damage caused by energetic beams of
electrosprayed nanodroplets striking the surfaces of single-crystal semiconductors including Si,
SiC, InAs, InP, Ge, GaAs, GaSb and GaN. Electrosprayed nanodroplets are efficient sputtering
projectiles. Sputtering yields of 2.3, 1.5, and 2.3 atoms ejected per projectile molecule have been
reported respectively for single-crystal silicon, and poly crystalline silicon carbide and boron
carbide. The associated sputtering rates of 448, 172 and 170 nm/min far exceed the physical
sputtering of broad-beam ion sources [33]. Besides sputtering these energetic beamlets are
known to amorphatize the surface of single crystal silicon, a phase transition caused by the
dissipation of energy in the area surrounding the impact, and the subsequent melting and ultrafast
quench of the solid phase [42, 43]. This chapter extends previous research on nanodroplet
sputtering to other single-crystal semiconductors. The research described in this chapter
quantifies the sputtering yield, sputtering rate and surface roughness of these semiconductors as
functions of the nanodroplet velocity. Anisotropic etching of single-crystal GaN and SiC at the
high rates demonstrated in Si is especially attractive for these technological important wide
bandgap semiconductors, due to their remarkable chemical stability and resistance to etching
[48]. The chapter also studies the influence of projectile dose on the sputtering yield and the
surface roughness of single-crystal Si. After the introduction, Section III.2 describes the
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experimental apparatus involved in this study. Section III.3 presents the results and discussion.
Finally, Section III.4 summarizes the conclusions extracted from this chapter.

III.2 Experimental Apparatus and Methods
The ionic liquid 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl) imide, Emi-Im, is
electrosprayed to produce a beam of charged nanodroplets. This liquid has been employed in
sputtering research [6, 33], and its electrosprays have been characterized in vacuum [45]. Figure
6 shows a sketch of the experimental setup. The electrospray source is a platinum tube with an
inner diameter of 0.16 mm and an outer diameter of 0.48 mm. The tip is chamfered at an angle of
45º to reduce the base of the Taylor cone down to the tube’s inner diameter, which promotes the
higher atomization stability associated with a reduced cone volume. The platinum tube is
crimped to a fused silica tube that takes the fluid from an external bottle to the emission tip
located inside the vacuum chamber, which pressure is kept in the low 10-6 torr range. The fused
silica tube, having an inner diameter of 40 µm, also increases the hydraulic impedance so that a
conveniently high pressure difference relative to the typical capillary and electrostatic pressures
in the Taylor cone, as well as the resolution of the pressure gauge, must be used to drive the
flow. The platinum emitter is connected to a high voltage power supply of negative polarity with
respect to a grounded extractor electrode. A voltage difference of 2150 V between emitter and
extractor, VE, is used in every experiment to set the electrospray. A fraction of the beam is
skimmed by an orifice in the axis of the extractor (0.64 mm in diameter, 3.0° half-cone angle
aperture with respect to the emission point), and this beamlet is directed towards the sputtering
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target. The target is mounted on an XYZ positioner, its surface is normal to the beamlet axis and
placed 4 mm from the extractor during the sputtering experiments, and is connected to a high
voltage power supply of positive polarity.

Figure 6. Diagram of the experimental setup. An electrospray source operating inside a vacuum
chamber atomizes a liquid into charged nanodroplets, a fraction of which is accelerated by an
electrostatic field and directed against a sputtering target. Reprinted with permission from R.
Borrajo-Pelaez, E. Grustan-Gutierrez and M. Gamero-Castaño, Sputtering of Si, SiC, InAs, InP,
Ge, GaAs, GaSb, and GaN by electrosprayed nanodroplets, Journal of Applied Physics, 114,
184304. Copyright 2013, AIP Publishing LLC.

The potential of the target VT can be increased up to 25 kV to accelerate the projectiles. The net
acceleration potential VA of the projectiles is the sum of the emitter and extractor potentials. All
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experiments are performed under identical electrospraying conditions: the pressure difference
driving the flow is 200 torr, yielding a total beam current IE of 283±4 nA; the current of the
beamlet IB impacting on the target is 19 nA; the beamlet was characterized via time of flight to

 B = 1.65x10-11 kg/s, the percentage of the current carried by the
measure its mass flow rate, m
droplets, 84%, and their average specific charge,    = 971 C/kg. The estimated droplet
average diameter is 27 nm [49]. The average impact velocity is readily estimated with the
average specific charge and the acceleration voltage v  2    VA 1/ 2 . The typical kinetic
energy of an Emi-Im molecule in the nanodroplet is Em = mm    VA, where mm is the
molecular mass of Emi-Im, 391.12 amu. The stagnation pressure of the projectile is P = ρ   
VA, where ρ is the density of Emi-Im, 1520 kg/m3. The acceleration voltage was varied between
6.1 and 26.6 kV, yielding impact velocities, molecular energies and stagnation pressures ranges
of 3.4 km/s to 7.2 km/s, 24 eV to 105 eV, and 9.1 GPa to 39 GPa.
All targets are single-crystal wafers purchased from El-Cat Inc. The Si, Ge, GaAs, GaSb,
InAs and InP targets are 2” wafers with [100] orientation. The SiC targets are 10x10x0.43 mm
hexahedrons of the 6H polytype, and [0001] orientation. The GaN target is a 100 m thick
epilayer of this semiconductor with a [0001] orientation, grown on a 2” sapphire wafer.
The sputtering yields are calculated with the formula:
Y

mm nC  CV
,
 B mC
m

(III.1)

where ρc is the density of the crystal; V is the volume of the target carved by the beamlet, which
is measured with a profilometer; nc is the number of different chemical elements present in the
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crystal, and mc is the sum of their masses; τ is the time during which the beam strikes the surface.
The sputtering rate is defined by:
R

V
,
A

(III.2)

where A is the area of the spot carved by the beamlet. The sputtering yield and rate, as well as the
surface roughness, are measured in areas carved by the beamlet during 600 s. The target is
repeatedly moved while resetting the target potential, to generate an array of spots carved at
different acceleration voltages. In a second type of experiments designed to study the effect of
projectile dose the bombardment is varied between 10s and 600 s.
The roughness of the bombarded surface is measured with an Atomic Force Microscope, AFM.
The roughness is computed as the root mean square of the heights of the surface points.

III.3 Results and Discussion
Figure 7 shows photographs of the Si, SiC and Ge targets bombarded at several acceleration
potentials, and surface profiles for the Si target. In all cases the beamlet carves a flat circular
depression surrounded by a deeper ditch. The diameter of these macroscopic craters decreases at
increasing acceleration voltage because the axial electric field between the extractor and the
target, being proportional to acceleration voltage, reduces the polar angle of the particle
trajectories exiting the extractor orifice. Typical crater diameters for low and high acceleration
potentials are 1 mm and 0.3 mm respectively. The depth of the craters augments with
acceleration voltage because of the positive correlation between sputtering yield and molecular
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kinetic energy, and the reduction of the crater area at increasing acceleration potential. For
example, the depths of the Si, SiC and Ge targets are 0.9, 0.7 and 5.6 m at 14.6 kV acceleration
voltage, and 3.7, 5.8 and 22.4 m at VA = 24.6 kV. Besides these trends common to all target
materials there are substantial differences between the Si surfaces in one hand, and the surfaces
of SiC and Ge (all other semiconductors behave like SiC and Ge). First, the Si craters are
surrounded by substantial deposits in the form of circular iridescent rings forming a Newton
color series, which are much less noticeable in other materials. These and similar experiments
with other liquids suggest that the projectile’s imide group has an affinity for associating with Si
into charged compounds, which are pushed back to the target by the electric field. The roughness
of the surfaces is also markedly different. The AFM profiles for Si show surfaces covered by
micrometric craters with sizes that increase with the acceleration voltage up to 15 kV. These
craters are large, e.g. the typical diameter and depth at VA=14.6 kV are 2-3 m and 0.5 m
respectively, orders of magnitude larger than the average diameter of the nanodroplets. These
micrometric and intertwined craters produce very rough surfaces, clearly noticeable in the
photographs at 12.1 kV and 14.6 kV by the high scattering of light (the photographed samples
are illuminated at a glancing angle). At still higher acceleration potential the surface of Si
becomes specular, and is occasionally dotted by very large, isolated craters. The surfaces of all
other materials also exhibit craters but these are significantly smaller, and their sizes and density
do not vary with the acceleration voltage as much as in Si.
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Figure 7. Photographs of Si, SiC and Ge target areas struck by the beamlet during 600 s, at
varying acceleration potential. The Si photographs are complemented with atomic force
microscopy of the bombarded surfaces. Reprinted with permission from R. Borrajo-Pelaez, E.
Grustan-Gutierrez and M. Gamero-Castaño, Sputtering of Si, SiC, InAs, InP, Ge, GaAs, GaSb,
and GaN by electrosprayed nanodroplets, Journal of Applied Physics, 114, 184304. Copyright
2013, AIP Publishing LLC.
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Figure 8 plots the roughness of the surfaces struck by the beamlet. The roughness of Si increases
sharply with acceleration voltage, reaching a maximum value of 69 nm at 14.6 kV; at higher
acceleration voltage the surface becomes much smoother. The roughness of all other materials
increases slowly with acceleration voltage and, in some cases, levels off or slightly decreases at
the highest acceleration voltages; the values are substantially lower than the peak roughness for
Si. Note that germanium also follows this monotonic trend, despite being an element closely
related to silicon. The maximum roughness for GaN, GaAs, GaSb, InP, InAs, Ge and SiC are
12.7, 11.7, 19.5, 8.1, 7.9, 17.5 and 11.2 nm respectively.

Figure 8. Roughness of the bombarded samples as a function of acceleration potential. Silicon
behaves differently from all other materials. Reprinted with permission from R. Borrajo-Pelaez,
E. Grustan-Gutierrez and M. Gamero-Castaño, Sputtering of Si, SiC, InAs, InP, Ge, GaAs,
GaSb, and GaN by electrosprayed nanodroplets, Journal of Applied Physics, 114, 184304.
Copyright 2013, AIP Publishing LLC.
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The AFM profiles in Figure 9 show the patterns of impacts behind the surface roughness of
different materials, and the singular behavior of Si. The surfaces of GaN, SiC and Ge in the
bottom row are typical of all semiconductors except for Si: the surfaces have small indentations
with diameters of the order of 0.1 m and depths of a few tens of nanometers, and which must be
the dimples left by individual droplets impacting on the surface.

Figure 9. Atomic force microscope measurements of Si, GaN, SiC and Ge samples. The impacts
of individual droplets produce a pattern of small indentations in all surfaces. In addition, a very
few number of impacts produce large craters in Si, at acceleration potentials between 10 kV and
15 kV. Reprinted with permission from R. Borrajo-Pelaez, E. Grustan-Gutierrez and M.
Gamero-Castaño, Sputtering of Si, SiC, InAs, InP, Ge, GaAs, GaSb, and GaN by electrosprayed
nanodroplets, Journal of Applied Physics, 114, 184304. Copyright 2013, AIP Publishing LLC.
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The Si targets also display this pattern of small indentations, but at acceleration voltages between
10.1 kV and 15.1 kV these small marks are superimposed over an additional pattern of much
larger craters, which dominate the surface roughness. Each large crater must be produced by the
single impact of a projectile that is not much larger than the average droplet (2 orders of
magnitude smaller than the large craters): we have never detected large droplets in these beams
despite a thoroughly investigation with an induction charge detector [49]; and large droplets, far
exceeding the Rayleigh charge limit at the required specific charge, would be unstable.
Figure 10 shows sputtering yields as a function of acceleration voltage, and projectile’s
molecular kinetic energy. The sputtering yields increase monotonically with molecular energy,
leveling off at approximately 70 eV in most materials. The yields for GaAs, InAs and GaSb
decrease slightly at the highest acceleration voltages. The maximum sputtering yields for Si,
GaN, GaAs, GaSb, InP, InAs, Ge and SiC are 2.2, 2.2, 4.2, 4.1, 4.1, 3.6, 4.5 and 1.9 atoms per
projetile’s molecule respectively. These values are similar to the maximum sputtering yields of
atomic projectiles, and significantly higher than those of gas cluster ions. For instance, the
sputtering yields of Si and SiC bombarded by atomic argon at normal incidence and 500 eV,
approximately one order of magnitude over the range of projectile energy in the present work,

are 0.4 and 0.8 [1, 50]; the sputtering yields of Si and SiC struck by Ar3000
gas cluster ions at 20

kV acceleration potential are 0.008 and 0.013 [51]. As in the case of the surface roughness, the
dependence of the sputtering yield on acceleration voltage differs significantly between Si and
other materials. Rather than increasing monotonically with acceleration voltage, the sputtering
yield of Si first increases with acceleration voltage, peaks at 12.1 kV, and abruptly decreases at
14.6 kV to remain nearly constant thereafter. The sharp drop in sputtering yield precedes the
drop in surface roughness by 1 kV.
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Figure 10. Sputtering yields as a function of acceleration potential. The maximum sputtering
yields of all semiconductors are comparable. The maximum values between 2 and 4 atoms per
projectile’s molecule are substantially higher than those of gas cluster ions at similar acceleration
potentials. Reprinted with permission from R. Borrajo-Pelaez, E. Grustan-Gutierrez and M.
Gamero-Castaño, Sputtering of Si, SiC, InAs, InP, Ge, GaAs, GaSb, and GaN by electrosprayed
nanodroplets, Journal of Applied Physics, 114, 184304. Copyright 2013, AIP Publishing LLC.

Figure 11 shows sputtering rates, a figure of merit which, being proportional to the particle flux,
depends on factors such as beam focusing, emitter density, etc. In our experiments the flux is
only a function of the acceleration voltage, making it possible to compare the sputtering rates on
different targets at constant acceleration voltage. The sputtering rate increases monotonically
with acceleration voltage because both the particle flux and the sputtering yield increase with this
parameter. The sputtering rates for Ge, GaSb and GaAs at 20 kV exceed 1m/min, a value
typical of reactive ion etching and orders of magnitude higher than what is achievable with ion
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beam milling. The maximum sputtering rates for SiC and GaN, 0.41 and 0.63 m/min, are
similar to the best rates possible with reactive ion etching (0.97 m/min for SiC, 1.3 m/min for
GaN), and significantly higher than the rates associated with the more comparable ion beam
milling technique (below 0.01 m/min for GaN) [48].

Figure 11. Sputtering rates versus acceleration potential. The sputtering rates in these
experiments are similar to the values yielded by reactive ion etching, and orders of magnitude
higher than in the more comparable ion beam milling process. Reprinted with permission from R.
Borrajo-Pelaez, E. Grustan-Gutierrez and M. Gamero-Castaño, Sputtering of Si, SiC, InAs, InP,
Ge, GaAs, GaSb, and GaN by electrosprayed nanodroplets, Journal of Applied Physics, 114,
184304. Copyright 2013, AIP Publishing LLC.
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In an ongoing molecular dynamics study of the impact of an isolated nanodroplet on singlecrystal Si we have determined that thermal evaporation is the main sputtering mechanism. The
simulations show how a thin layer of Si starts melting at a projectile molecular energy of
approximately 18 eV, and that the temperature and thickness of the layer increase with the
velocity of the projectile [52]. The atoms emitted from this molten surface have a Maxwellian
distribution, their temperature is very near that of the surface, and the emission rate has the
expected exponential dependence on temperature. Other mechanisms are likely contributing to
the removal of material as well. In the case of Si it is apparent that, besides sputtering, the
projectiles are damaging the target and that the accumulation of this damage leads to a sputtering
yield higher than in the original target surface. The large craters in Figures 7 and 9 support this
idea: only a small number of impacts generate these large craters because otherwise the
sputtering yield would be orders of magnitude higher than what is measured; and, since all
projectiles are similar, the conditions of the surface where the large craters appear must be
substantially different from that of the original target.
The effect of the projectile dose on the damage exacted on Si is further illustrated in Figure 12.
In these experiments the beamlet strikes a spot during a predetermined time, which is varied
between 10 s and 600 s. The projectile dose is proportional to this time. The experiments are
done at 12.1 kV and 18.1 kV acceleration potentials, to produce conditions that cause intertwined
microscopic craters with high surface roughness and a smooth specular surface, respectively (see
Fig. 7). The droplet number fluxes are estimated at 3.8x1015 m-2s-1 and 7.3x1015 m-2s-1 and, with
an average droplet diameter of 27 nm, it takes about 0.47 s and 0.25 s for the beamlet to
uniformly strike the surface with at least one impact. The photographed samples are illuminated
along the line of sight and, since a rough surface scatters light effectively in all directions, the
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rougher the surface the darker the bombarded area is. The photographs and the associated plots
show how the surface roughness for the 12.1 kV beamlet increases with dose until it saturates at
an exposure time of approximately 300 s, i.e. the formation of the large craters typical of Si
requires exceeding a critical projectile dose. Conversely the roughness caused by the 18.1 kV
beamlet, and the sputtering yields for either acceleration voltage, do not depend on the projectile
dose. These results suggest a link between the accumulation of damage induced by consecutive
impacts, and the formation of the very large craters characteristic of Si, which dominate the
surface roughness when present. Furthermore, since the ejection of Si from these large craters
does not have a significant contribution to the sputtering yield, the frequency at which they form
is much lower than the rate at which the projectiles impact.

Figure 12. The effects of projectile dose on the surface roughness and sputtering yield of Si, at
12.1 kV and 18.1 kV beamlet acceleration potentials. Reprinted with permission from R.
Borrajo-Pelaez, E. Grustan-Gutierrez and M. Gamero-Castaño, Sputtering of Si, SiC, InAs, InP,
Ge, GaAs, GaSb, and GaN by electrosprayed nanodroplets, Journal of Applied Physics, 114,
184304. Copyright 2013, AIP Publishing LLC.
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III.4 Conclusions
We have measured the sputtering yield and rate of several single-crystal semiconductors
bombarded by a beamlet of electrosprayed nanodroplets at varying acceleration potential. We
have also quantified the roughness of the target surfaces, and the effect of projectile dose in the
case of Si. The main results are summarized as follows:


The maximum sputtering yields for Si, SiC, Ge, GaAs, GaSb, GaN, InP and InAs are 2.2,
1.9, 4.5, 4.2, 4.1, 2.2, 4.1 and 3.6 target atoms per projectile’s molecule, respectively. The
corresponding sputtering rates are 0.25, 0.22, 1.02, 0.92, 0.85, 0.63, 0.39 and 0.95 m/min.



The surface roughness typically increases with the acceleration potential. The variation is
gradual and narrow for most of materials, with rms values between 2 nm and 20 nm. Silicon
exhibits a singular behavior: the roughness peaks at 69 nm at an intermediate potential, and
sharply drops at higher potentials; and some impacts produce craters several orders of
magnitude larger than the projectile.



The formation of the very large crater impacts typical of Si at acceleration potentials between
12.1 kV and 18.1 kV requires exceeding a threshold projectile dose. This suggests a link
between consecutive projectile impacts and the accumulation of damage in the target.
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Chapter IV.

Amorphization of Silicon Induced by Energetic
Impact of Electrosprayed Nanodroplets

IV.1 Chapter Abstract
The surface of silicon targets is bombarded by electrosprayed nanodroplets of the ionic liquid
EMI-Im for different projectile velocities. Cross-sectional samples of the bombarded surfaces are
inspected via transmission electron microscopy (TEM), revealing that amorphous layers are
generated for sufficiently energetic impacts. The thickness of the amorphous layer scaled with
the projectile’s diameter grows as the droplet speed is increased. Two different regimes are
found: a high speed regime, over the 4.5 km/s threshold, in which the thickness is maximum and
approximately constant, and a lower speed regime, between 2.8 and 4.5 km/s, in which the scaled
thickness grows from the minimum to the maximum values with quadratic behavior. According
to numerical work carried out by our group, the high speed regime corresponds to amorphization
by ultrafast quenching of a thin layer of the substrate, previously melted by the energetic impact.
The 2.8 - 4.5 km/s speed regime seems to be a transition between a low speed regime, where
amorphization is likely caused by the accumulation of dislocations, and the high speed regime.
Two amorphous layers produced at the same droplet’s speed but different sputtering doses are
compared. Although the number of impacts per unit surface differs by three orders of magnitude,
the thicknesses of the amorphous layers are practically identical, indicating that the projectile
dose does not affect the thickness of the layer.
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After this abstract, Section IV.2 describes the experimental apparatus used to amorphatize the
substrates, the procedures to prepare TEM samples via focused ion beam (FIB) and to inspect
them by TEM, and a description of the molecular dynamics simulations of individual droplet
impacts on a silicon target carried out by our group, which will be used to compare the
experimental results on this section. Section IV.3 presents the results and discussion and Section
IV.4 summarizes the conclusions of this chapter.

IV.2 Experimental Apparatus and Methods
IV.2.1 Wafer Amorphization
The surface of (1 0 0) single-crystal silicon targets is bombarded by electrosprayed nanodroplets
of the ionic liquid 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis (trifluoromethylsulfonyl) imide, EMIIm. The
experimental setup used in these experiments is the same which is described in Chapter III, and
presented in Figure 6. Samples of sputtered silicon are produced upon displacement of the target
with respect to the electrospray emitter along a straight line at a constant speed. Figure 13 shows
a photograph of a silicon target, where the fringe-shaped areas created after exposure to the
electrospray beam can be distinguished. The length of the vertical sample lines is approximately
15 mm, and their separation about 5 mm. Each sample line is generated at different droplet’s
acceleration potential. As the acceleration voltage is increased (from right to left), the
electrospray beam spot decreases, producing narrower lines.
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Figure 13. Single-crystal (1 0 0) silicon wafer bombarded by electrospray droplets. Each vertical
line is produced at constant projectile acceleration voltage, which is increased from right to left
generating narrower and more defined fringes.

IV.2.2 TEM Sample Preparation
The amorphous layer produced by the droplet impacts at the surface of silicon targets is
inspected via TEM. Cross-sectional samples of the layer are prepared on a FEI Quanta 3D FEG
dual-beam microscope, which allows both scanning electron microscope (SEM) and FIB
imaging of the sample and FIB edging. The sample preparation procedure is described below.
The area where the sample is to be taken from is covered with 15 µm x 1.5 µm layer of platinum
alloy, to protect the sample from the effects of the FIB, which is known to amorphatize the
substrate, so that the amorphous layer produced during electrosprayed nanodroplet bombarding
remains intact during the TEM sample preparation process. A first layer of Pt with a thickness of
300nm is deposited by electron beam exposure in the presence of a gaseous alloy of Pt. Once the
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surface is protected, an thicker layer of 2 µm of Pt alloy is deposited on top by FIB exposure in
presence of the same gas. The resulting layer is shown in Figure 14(a).

Figure 14. SEM images showing different stages of the preparation of a TEM sample from a Si
target. (a) Pt deposition layer. (b) Rectangular cuts to isolate the sample from the bulk material.
(c) U-cut.

Subsequently, two rectangular cuts with the FIB isolate the desired sample form the bulk
material on its longitudinal sides, as seen on Figure 14(b). The sides of the sample are thinned
out for a better polishing of the surface. The sample is tilted respect to the FIB beam direction, so
that the longitudinal face of the sample can be targeted and a U-shaped cut is performed, as
shown in Figure 14(c), and at this point the sample is attached to the bulk material only on one of
its ends. An OmniProbe 200 nano-manipulator from Oxford Instruments (Concord, MA) is used
to lift and handle the sample. The probe is welded with FIB Pt deposition to the end of the
sample which has been completely detached from the bulk material during the U-cut and a
rectangular cut is performed at the opposite extreme, removing the only remaining attachment
between the sample and the bulk material as seen in Figure 15(a).
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Figure 15. SEM images showing different stages of the preparation of a TEM sample from a Si
target. (a) The nano-manipulator is welded to the sample and a cut is performed to detach the
sample from the bulk (b) The freed sample is lifted and transported to a copper TEM grid. (c)
The sample is welded with Pt deposition to the surfaces of the grid and the attachment to the
nano-manipulator is removed.

At this point, the cross-sectional sample is no longer attached to the wafer, being its dimensions
8 µm height, 15 µm long and approximately 1.5 µm width. The freed sample is carefully lifted
and transported to a copper TEM grid shown in Figure 15(b). The sample is welded with Pt
deposition to the surfaces of the grid and a cut is performed to remove the attachment between
the sample and the OmniProbe, as seen on Figure 15(c).

The thickness of the sample is 1.5

µm at this point. However, in order to inspect the amorphous layer by means of TEM, it is
necessary to reduce its width to a few tens of nanometers, so that it is transparent to electrons and
the signal of transmitted electrons is sufficient to produce an image. The sample is oriented so
that the FIB cutting direction is parallel to the cross-section plane, and the thinning is carried out
in three steps, going from higher to lower voltage and current of the beam.
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Figure 16. SEM images showing different stages of the preparation of a TEM sample from a Si
target. (a) and (b) show the sample during and after the process of thinning. (c) A bird’s eye
image of the sample shows its thickness of ~30 nm.

First, the outer material is removed with a beam of 30 kV and 1 nA, which allows higher edging
rate, but may alter the structure of a certain volume of surrounding material. In a second step, a
lower voltage of 8 kV is selected, and current of 0.12 nA. Figure 16(a) shows the state of the
sample after this step. A final cut is performed with beam settings of 5 kV and 77 pA. These low
values of voltage and current ensure that the amorphatizing effect of the beam on the
surrounding material is negligible and the final sample is free of FIB damage. Figure 16(b)
shows the final state of the sample. The relatively high brightness of the thinned area of the
sample is due to its transparency to SEM electrons. The amorphous layer to be inspected is
located close to the upper edge of the thinned half of the sample. Figure 16(c) is a bird’s eye
image of the thinned part of the sample, showing its actual thickness at the top, approximately 30
nm.
IV.2.3 TEM Analysis
The amorphous layer samples are examined with a FEI/Philips CM-20 TEM, an instrument
which has 200kV of accelerating voltage, with image resolution of 0.27 nm and maximum
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magnification of 750,000X. TEM micrographs of the samples are taken with a Gatan TEM CCD
camera installed on the TEM. The copper grid where the sample is carried is introduced in the
microscope on a TEM holder which allows the translation of the sample in the three directions of
space, in addition to the tilting in two different directions normal to each other. With these 5
degrees of freedom, it is possible to adjust the position of the sample in such a way that the
crystalline planes overlap to create electron shadow patterns only at those regions of the sample
where the material remains crystalline, in contrast to the amorphous layer and the Pt protective
deposited material where no crystalline pattern exists. Following that procedure, it is possible to
differentiate the three regions at the micrographs. The TEM microscope is operated on imaging
mode, capturing bright-field micrographs at high resolution ranging from 100,000X to
750,000X.

IV.2.4 Molecular Dynamic Simulations
A molecular dynamics (MD) model has been proposed by Saiz et Al. [52] [52]. With permission
of the authors, the numerical results of this MD model are reproduced on this thesis to be
compared with the experimental results. The model studies the problem of energetic impact of
individual nanodroplets on single-crystal silicon, using the Large Atomic-Molecular Massive
Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) [53]. Each projectile is modeled as a body formed by identical
spheres in a hexagonal centered package arrangement. Spheres have a radius of 0.422 nm and a
mass of 391.31 amu, representing molecules of the same ionic liquid utilized for the
experiments, EMIIm. Single-crystal silicon substrate is modeled as a prismatic volume formed
by several millions of silicon atoms, and its size is modeled to be larger for larger impacting
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droplets. The Stillinger-Weber potential is used to calculate the forces existing between silicon
atoms and the Ziegler-Biersack-Littmark two-body potential is used to reproduce the repulsive
pairwise interaction between sphere-sphere atoms and sphere-Si atoms. Periodic boundary
conditions hold in the three directions of space. A 293 K thermal bath is considered across all
boundaries, with the exception of the upper surface face [010], so that there is no refraction of
shock waves. Si substrate is relaxed for 20 ps. The equations of motion are integrated following
the NVE scheme, considering a constant number of atoms N, volume V, and energy E with an
integration time step of 1 fs. Series of simulations are performed for different projectile
diameters: 20 and 30 nm. The amorphous layer produced by the droplets is estimated for eleven
different values of the projectile impact velocity: 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 5.5, and
6 km/s.

IV.3 Results and Discussions
Figure 17 shows a bright field TEM micrograph of the cross-sectional cut of the amorphous-Si
layer resulting from the bombardment of the target at an acceleration potential of 6.15kV. Three
different regions of material can be distinguished in this image. First, the platinum protective
layer is the darker triangular area on the upper left side of the image. Secondly, the region on the
lower right side of the image corresponds to the crystalline silicon (Si), which remains
unaffected by the impacts of droplets. The crystalline Si region presents dark fringes, produced
by the crystalline lattice when it is oriented respect to the TEM beam in such a way that Si atom
surfaces are edge-on. Thirdly, the amorphous Si (a-Si) layer is the lighter stripe-shaped region
located between the Pt and the crystalline Si. The inset magnifies a piece of the borderline
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(marked with broken line) between the crystalline region, darker and striated, and the amorphous
one, where no crystalline pattern is present. The average thickness of this layer is approximately
3 nm. Figure 18 shows TEM micrographs of cross-sectional samples corresponding to
amorphous layers created at different values of droplet’s acceleration potential, ranging from
4.65 to 18.55 kV. The amorphous layer thickness increases with the droplet’s kinetic energy,
being the growth very strong from 6.15 kV to 12.55kV. For values of acceleration potential even
higher, up to 18.55 kV, the thickness growth is not so noticeable.

Figure 17. TEM bright-field micrograph of a cross-sectional sample of the amorphous layer
produced on crystalline Si by nanodroplets, for an acceleration potential of 6.15 kV. The image
shows three different regions at the sample: Platinum (Pt) protective layer (upper left side),
crystalline silicon (Si) unaffected by the impacts (lower right side) and amorphous silicon (a-Si)
layer (lighter stripe-shaped region). Reprinted with permission from F. Saiz, R. Borrajo-Pelaez, and
M. Gamero-Castaño, The influence of the projectile’s velocity and diameter on the amorphization of
silicon by electrosprayed nanodroplets, Journal of Applied Physics, 114, 034304. Copyright 2013, AIP
Publishing LLC.
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Figure 18. Series of TEM bright-field micrographs of cross-sectional samples of amorphous
layers generated on a crystalline Si wafer for different nanodroplet’s acceleration voltage,
ranging from 6.15 to 18.55 kV.
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In all the images displayed in Figure 18, the borderline between the crystalline Si and the a-Si
regions is diffused due to the superposition of crystalline and non-crystalline material throughout
the width of the sample in the direction normal to the cross-section, i.e., it is a consequence of
the sample not being an infinitesimal layer of material, but having a thickness of several tens of
nanometers. As previously observed in Figure 17, the contrast existing between the a-Si layer
and the Si region is due to the orientation of the sample with respect to the TEM electron beam,
which is such that certain crystalline planes are edge-on, completely blocking a fraction of the
beam electrons. The lack of a pattern in the atoms at the a-Si region is reflected on a higher
transparency to electrons, resulting in greater brightness than the crystalline part. In the case of
Figure 18, the resolution of the images is not high enough to allow the visualization of the
crystalline pattern fringes seen on Figure 17, which appear as darker patches instead.
In order to determine whether the projectile dose affects the thickness of the resulting amorphous
layer, a TEM sample is generated from one of the long bombardment exposure silicon craters
analyzed in Section III of this thesis, specifically the crater produced at 10.15 kV after 600
seconds of beam exposure, to compare its amorphous layer’s thickness with the one obtained for
a low dose sample, generated at the same acceleration potential while moving the wafer respect
to the beam at a constant speed of 0.5 mm/s. The high dose sample received a dose of 1000
impacts per area of silicon equal to the cross-section of a droplet. The low dose sample received
just 5 impacts per area of silicon equal to the cross-section of a droplet. Figure 19 shows a TEM
bright-field micrograph of the cross-sectional cut of the amorphous layer corresponding to the
10.15 kV high dose sample. This high resolution image is particularly interesting, as the
crystalline region of the sample, located on the left side of the image, presents bidirectional
crystalline pattern. The orientation of the sample with respect to the TEM electron beam is such
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that rows of Si atoms are parallel to the beam, appearing on the image as individual dots. This
provides a good notion on the border between the crystalline Si and the amorphous Si regions.

Figure 19. TEM bright-field high resolution micrograph of a cross-sectional cut of the
amorphous layer produced at a Si surface after a high dose of impacts. The dotted area on the left
hand side of the image corresponds to the crystalline Si region. The granulated part on the upper
right corner is the Pt protective layer. The brighter area in between these two regions is the
amorphous layer. The thickness of the amorphous layer is approximately 10 nm.

The thickness of the low dose sample (line carved at the target) ranges between 9 and 10 nm and
the thickness corresponding to the high dose sample (crater carved at the target) ranges between
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8.5 and 11.5 nm. The mean value of the width is very similar in both cases, although the layer at
the crater has larger variability. This comparison shows that increasing the number of impacts
from 5 to 1000 per droplet cross-sectional area, although producing layer with more thickness
variability, does not produce growth of the average layer width.
Table II shows the thickness of the amorphous layer as a function of the acceleration voltage of
the projectiles, for six different samples of low beam exposure. The amorphous layers produced
by the beam do not have a constant width. The thickness is expressed in terms of the maximum
and the minimum values observed, to provide an idea on its variability, as well as its mean value.
The same data are plotted in Figure 20, together with the data corresponding to the high dose
sample corresponding to the 10.15 kV crater from Section III. Exposure of the wafer to the beam
at the minimum acceleration voltage of 4.65 kV produces a very thin amorphous layer (0.5-1.5
nm). As the voltage is increased in increments of about 2 kV until the value of 12.55 kV, the
thickness of the amorphous layer grows following a relation approximately quadratic, reaching
an average value of 21.5 nm, with fluctuations of the actual thickness between 18 and 25 nm. For
acceleration voltages even higher, the growth of the amorphous layer is less pronounced. As a
result, the graph becomes s-shaped, and saturates at an average value closer to 24 nm for the
acceleration voltages studied. The thickness of the layer corresponding to the high dose sample
nearly coincides with the thickness of the low dose sample produces with the same acceleration
potential, as discussed above.
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Table II. Maximum and minimum thickness observed for each amorphous layer as a function of
the projectile’s acceleration potential for six low dose samples.

Acceleration
Potential

Thickness

(kV)

(nm)
Minimum

Maximum

4.65

0.5

1.5

6.15

2.5

3.5

8.15

5

6

10.15

9

10

12.55

18

25

18.55

20

26
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Figure 20. Maximum and minimum thickness of the amorphous layer versus projectile’s
acceleration potential for the line samples (low impact dose) and one crater sample (high impact
dose).

Figure 21 shows the thickness of the amorphous layer normalized with the projectile’s average
diameter as a function of the droplet’s speed, both for the experimental data and numerical
results from the molecular dynamic simulations [52]. The electrosprayed nanodroplets used to
amorphatize the sample surfaces have a narrow diameter distribution, with an average diameter
of 27 nm, estimated from the specific charge of droplets measured via time-of-flight. The scaled
thickness, as a function of droplet speed, presents three different regimes. For particle speed less
than or equal to 2 km/s, the scaled thickness grows slowly, being bounded under 0.1, which
means that the thickness is more than one order of magnitude smaller than the diameter of
droplets. There are only numerical data available for this range of speeds. Molecular dynamics
data from Saiz et Al. indicate that the mechanism of amorphization in this regime is the
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accumulation of dislocations in the first few atomic layers. The temperature reached at those
atomic planes after the impact of a projectile is as low as 200 – 300 K [43].

Figure 21. Amorphous layer thickness normalized with the droplet diameter as a function of the
projectile’s velocity. The experimental data is provided in terms of the maximum and minimum
value of thickness observed, and the droplet’s average diameter is 27 nm. The molecular
dynamic results correspond to simulations of the impact of individual projectiles with diameters
of 20 nm and 30 nm [52]. Reprinted with permission from F. Saiz, R. Borrajo-Pelaez, and M. GameroCastaño, The influence of the projectile’s velocity and diameter on the amorphization of silicon by
electrosprayed nanodroplets, Journal of Applied Physics, 114, 034304. Copyright 2013, AIP Publishing
LLC.

Another regime for the scaled thickness takes place for speeds higher than a threshold existing at
4 km/s for the numerical data and 4.5 km/s for the experimental data. The value of the thickness
stabilizes around a maximum in this regime. According to the simulation data, beyond that
threshold of speed, silicon surface temperature is in all cases higher than the fusion limit.
Amorphization is produced by ultrafast quenching of a thin layer of the substrate, previously
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melted by the energetic impacts. The value of stabilization for normalized thickness of the
experimental data is approximately 0.8 in this regime, whilst numerical data stabilize under 0.4.
The difference of thickness between the experimental and molecular dynamic data is explained
in terms of the difference of bombarding dose. While the numerical simulations reproduce the
impact of an individual projectile on the substrate, during the experiments there is an average of
five impacts on the area of substrate equivalent to the cross-section of a droplet. Therefore, it is
not surprising that the thickness of the amorphous layer seen on experiments is higher than the
thickness predicted by molecular dynamics. However, this relation between the dose and the
thickness seems to only hold for small doses of just a few impacts and it cannot be extrapolated
to large amounts of impacts, as seen from the similar layer thickness of the low and high dose
samples at 10.15 kV. The droplet’s kinetic energy transmission to the substrate is less and less
efficient when the droplets collide with a surface which is already damaged.
A transition between the two regimes described above occurs for intermediate speed values
between 2 km/s and 4 km/s, where the scaled thickness undergoes the highest growth per unit
speed. As speed increases from 2 km/s, the dislocation accumulation intensifies, producing the
growth of the scaled thickness. When projectile’s speed is close to 3.5 km/s, the numerical model
predicts that the silicon surface surpasses the fusion temperature, what constitutes the transition
from the dislocation accumulation to the melting and fast quenching amorphization mechanisms.
In accordance with the behavior at the high speed regime, the scaled thicknesses corresponding
to the experimental data is expected to have a higher value and therefore present a positive offset
respect to the value of the numerically obtained, as the number of impacts per unit area is higher
in the first case, but Figure 21 shows that the respective values are pretty similar. It is very likely
that the assumptions made when modeling the problem during the numerical solution do not
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represent accurately the physics involved in the transition between the low and high speed
regimes, and this fact would explain the existing difference between both data sets. Moreover,
the abscissa values for the experimental data are subject to uncertainty related to the
experimental calculation of the specific charge of droplets to determine the projectile’s speed, so
it is possible that exists horizontal shift between the numerical and the experimental data.

IV.4 Conclusions
This section studies the amorphization of single-crystal silicon by energetic impact of
electrosprayed nanodroplets. Cross-sectional samples of the targets prepared with FIB are
inspected via TEM. From the resulting micrographs the following conclusions are obtained:
Nanodroplet impacts generate a layer of amorphous silicon on the surface of the affected
material, whose thickness increases with the acceleration of the projectiles. Two regimes can be
distinguished for the amorphous layer thickness normalized with the droplet diameter as a
function of the droplet speed. In the range of projectile’s speed between 2.8 km/s and 4.5 km/s,
the scaled thickness is approximately quadratic respect to the projectile’s speed. For projectile’s
velocity over the threshold of 4.5 km/s, the thickness dependence on that parameter becomes
much smaller, being almost constant droplet speed’s increases. These experimental results are in
agreement with the results of a molecular dynamic model of the impact of an individual droplet,
which indicates that the high speed regime corresponds to the amorphization by ultrafast
quenching of a thin layer of the substrate, previously melted by the energetic impact. The regime
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between 2.8 and 4.5 km/s is the transition between a low speed regime, where the amorphization
mechanism is likely caused by the accumulation of dislocations, and the high speed regime,
which becomes dominant when the speed of the projectiles is high enough to make the surface
temperature surpass the fusion point.
The bombardment dose has no influence in the average thickness of the amorphous layer, but it
affects its thickness variability. The amorphous layer’s thickness corresponding to two samples
produced at the same acceleration potential with very different doses of impacts are compared (5
versus 1000 impacts in an area equal to the cross-section of the droplet). Although the sputtering
doses differ by three orders of magnitude, the average thickness of the resulting amorphous
layers is nearly identical. However, the thickness of the layer corresponding to the sample of
lower dose is more homogeneous, while the layer produced after higher dose has greater
thickness fluctuations.
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Chapter V.

The Effect of the Molecular Mass on the Sputtering
of Silicon by Electrosprayed Nanodroplets

V.1 Introduction
A typical electrosprayed nanodroplet of EMI-Im used in energetic impact research has a
diameter ranging between 24 and 35 nm. Given the much smaller size of the EMI-Im molecule
and the large number of them present in the projectile (e.g. 52,500 molecules in a 35 nm
projectile), it is worth considering whether nanodroplet sputtering is the result of large-scale
continuum phenomena or, alternatively, is intrinsically tied to molecular collisions and can only
be described by atomistic models. For example, it is well-known that the simultaneous and
associated phenomenon of cratering undergoes the transition from atomistic to macroscopic
behavior at relatively small projectile diameters, e.g. between 3 and 7 nm in the case of gold on
gold impact [54]. This chapter will address this question, which is important for both obtaining a
good understanding of the physics of this problem and to decide what type of model, continuum
or atomistic, is most effective to simulate it.
This goal of this chapter is to investigate the influence of the projectile’s molecular mass on the
sputtering of single-crystal silicon, and on the topography of the resulting surfaces. Single-crystal
silicon wafers are sputtered with a variety of liquids and acceleration voltages. In particular we
electrospray formamide and the ionic liquids ethylammonium nitrate (EAN), 1-ethyl-3methylimidazolium

tetrafluoroborate

(EMI-BF4),

1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium

bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl) imide (EMI-Im), triethylsulfonium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)
imide (TES), and trihexyltetradecylphosphonium bis(2,4,4-trimethylpentyl) phosphinate (TPP),
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which have molecular masses of 45.0, 108.1, 198.0, 391.3, 399.4 and 773.3 amu respectively.
The electrosprays are characterized via time of flight to determine the charge to mass ratio of the
nanodroplets which, together with the acceleration voltage, yield the impact velocity, the
stagnation pressure, and the molecular kinetic energy of the projectile. The estimated range of
droplet diameters is 20-79 nm, while the impact velocity, the stagnation pressure and the
molecular kinetic energy range between 2.9-10 km/s, 4.7-63 GPa, and 2.1-98 eV. The damage on
the surface of the targets strongly depends on the molecular mass of the projectile: the
formamide and EAN nanodroplets, having the lowest molecular masses, sputter significantly less
and produce nanometric indentations and low surface roughness, the latter increasing moderately
with stagnation pressure; in contrast, the roughness caused by the impacts of droplets with larger
molecular mass exhibits a characteristic non-monotonic behavior. In the latter case the roughness
increases with stagnation pressure up to values several times larger than for formamide and
EAN, and the surface is dominated by micron-sized craters orders of magnitude larger than the
projectiles; furthermore the roughness peaks at a critical stagnation pressure and decreases
sharply beyond this point. The sputtering yield by nanodroplets with high molecular mass
follows a similar trend, with a maximum located at the same critical stagnation pressure. The
maximum sputtering yields for formamide, EAN, EMI-BF4, EMI-Im, TES, and TPP are 0.20,
0.75, 1.20, 2.80, 4.00 and 2.90 silicon atoms per molecule in the projectile. These trends indicate
that despite their rather large diameters, the sputtering by electrosprayed nanodroplets is
intrinsically a molecular scale phenomenon not amenable to modeling with a continuum
formulation.
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After this introduction Section V.2 describes the experimental setup, the time-of-flight technique
used to characterize the beams, and the relevant beam parameters. Section V.3 presents the
experimental results, namely the sputtering, surface roughness and surface features caused by the
bombardment of single-crystal silicon by the nanodroplets of the different liquids in a wide range
of impact velocities. The discussion of the experimental results is presented in Section V.4, and a
brief summary of the main findings is given in Section V.5.

V.2 Experimental Setup and Beam Characterization
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 22. An electrospray source is operated inside a
vacuum chamber with a background pressure of 8×10-6 Torr. The emitter is a chamfered
platinum tube with a longer fused silica capillary inserted in the opposite end. The lengths, inner
diameters and outer diameters of these tubes are 1.2 and 31.3 cm, 160 and 40 µm, and 480 and
150 m respectively. The liquid to be electrosprayed is kept in a bottle outside the vacuum
chamber, and fed to the chamfered tip through the fused silica line. The flow rate is controlled by
adjusting the pressure in the bottle. A voltage difference - V E is applied between the emitter and a
facing extractor electrode to set the electrospray, which is operated in the cone-jet mode
producing negatively charged nanodroplets. The total current of the electrospray is I E , of which
a small fraction I B passes through a pinhole perforated in the center of the extractor. This
beamlet is directed towards a [1 0 0] single-crystal silicon wafer mounted on an XYZ stage;
during the sputtering experiments this target is placed 4 mm from the extractor. The target is
electrified at a potential VT , and the nanodroplets are accelerated by a combined acceleration
voltage V A  VT  VE . The temperature of the electrospray source is adjusted with an electrical
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heater and a thermocouple inserted in the extractor electrode, and connected to a digital
controller.

Figure 22. Schematic of the experimental setup. A variety of liquids are electrosprayed inside a
vacuum chamber, and their beamlets are accelerated towards a sputtering target. The facility
includes diagnostics for characterizing the beams.

The beamlet is characterized with a time-of-flight setup [46]. To obtain a spectrum the
electrospray is suddenly interrupted by shorting the potential of the emitter with an ultrafast
switch, and the current reaching a collector at a distance LTOF from the emitter is measured over
time. The time-varying signal I B (t ) is integrated to compute the mass flow rate of the beamlet:

m 

4V A
LTOF





0

I B (t )tdt
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(V.1)

We use the mass flow rate and the current of the beamlet to define an average charge to mass
 . The velocity of a projectile with this charge to mass ratio is
ratio for the droplets,     I B / m

 v   2    VA .
The typical droplet diameter is estimated with the average charge to mass ratio, and the
assumption that it is charged at 68% of its Rayleigh limit, or maximum charge that a stable
droplet can hold:

 d   0.68

2/3

 288   0 
 2

2 
   

1/ 3

(V.2)

 and  stand for the surface tension and the density of the liquid, while 0 is the permittivity of
the vacuum. The 0.68 factor has been confirmed experimentally with electrosprayed
nanodroplets of EMI-Im and propylene carbonate [47].
In a typical experiment the beamlet carves an array of points in the target. Each point is struck
for 600 seconds at fixed target potential. The settings of the electrospray source (liquid, flow
rate, emitter potential and temperature) are kept constant throughout the experiment, while the
potential of the target and therefore the acceleration voltage of the beamlet is changed for each
point in the array. The topography of the sputtered surface is measured with an atomic force
microscope, AFM, and its roughness computed as the root-mean-square of the heights of the
measured points. The volume of silicon carved by the beamlet is measured with a mechanical
profilometer. We use the following figures of merit to analyze the sputtering results: the
sputtering yield Y, or average number of silicon atoms ejected per molecule in the projectile; the
sputtering per unit area Y, or number of atoms sputtered by the droplet of average diameter
divided by its cross section; the kinetic energy of a molecule Em; the kinetic energy per unit area
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E, or kinetic energy of the average droplet divided by its cross section; and the stagnation
pressure of the projectile PS. These parameters are defined in terms of experimental
measurements and physical properties as follows:

Y

Em  ml    VA ,

 Si  ml
,
mSi m 

E 

Y 

2
    VA  d  ,
3

2  Si    d 
3
mSi m 

(V.3- 4)

PS      V A

(V.5-7)

where  is the volume of silicon sputtered by the beamlet;  Si and m Si are the density and
atomic mass of silicon; ml is the molecular mass of the nanodroplet; and  is the exposure time
to the beamlet. The sputtering yield and the molecular kinetic energy are better suited to describe
molecular processes, while the sputtering per unit area, the kinetic energy per unit area and the
stagnation pressure are the natural variables in a continuum treatment of the impact. The choice
of stagnation pressure versus kinetic energy per unit area to represent the energy of the impact is
somewhat arbitrary. The stagnation pressure is the standard parameter in hypervelocity impact of
macroprojectiles and was used in previous nanodroplet work to present the data; impact
phenomena that scale with the volume of the projectile such as crater formation and
amorphization should correlate better with the stagnation pressure, which is the ratio between the
kinetic energy of the projectile and its volume. On the other hand phenomena restricted to a few
atomic layers near the surface such as sputtering may correlate better with the kinetic energy
transferred to the target per unit area.
Table III summarizes the physical properties of the liquids. The broad range of molecular
masses, varying between 45 amu for formamide and 773 amu for TPP, should reveal any
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potential dependence of the sputtering phenomena on this parameter. All electrical conductivities
are measured at room temperature. This parameter must be of the order of 1 S/m to produce the
nanodroplets required for sputtering [32]. This condition is satisfied at room temperature by all
ionic liquids except TPP, which we electrospray at 254°C to increase its conductivity and
therefore the charge to mass ratio of its droplets. The electrical conductivity of pure formamide is
also insufficient for this study, and the desired level near 1 S/m is obtained by adding a small
amount of EAN (4% vol. concentration). All other values in Table III are from published work.
Table IV collects beamlet and impact parameters. Each liquid is electrosprayed in a single
operational point except formamide, which is electrosprayed at three different currents to
characterize the effect of the droplet diameter. The two values of the molecular kinetic energy,
stagnation pressure and impact velocity correspond to the minimum and maximum acceleration
voltages used for each liquid. Table IV illustrates the main singularity of these projectiles: all
droplets have diameters of tens of nanometers and include tens of thousands of molecules, i.e.
they are extremely large projectiles compared to atomic and molecular ions; yet, the high
charging level imparted by the electrospraying technique (nearly as high as the theoretical
Rayleigh limit) makes it possible to accelerate them with relative ease into the hypervelocity
regime of macroscopic impact or, equivalently, into the lower end of the molecular energy range
of ion beams.
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Table III. Physical properties of liquids: molecular formula; molecular mass, ml (amu);
estimated molecular diameter, d m (nm); density,  (kg/m3); surface tension,  (N/m) and
conductivity, K (S/m).

Liquid

Formula

ml

dm





K **

FM

CH3NO

45.0

0.45

1130

0.058 [55]

0.96

EAN

C2H8N2O3

108.1

0.58

1261

0.047 [56]

2.03

EMI-BF4

C6H11BF4N2

198.0

0.71

1294

0.054 [57]

1.31

EMI-Im

C8H11F6N3O4S2

391.3

0.84

1520

0.035 [58]

0.77

TES

C8H15F6NO4S3

399.4

0.86

1470

0.030 *,[59]

0.64

TPP

C48H102O2P2

773.3

1.26

895

0.029 [60]

0.02

*

No surface tension data was found for TES in the literature. This value corresponds to a liquid with identical
anion as TES but different cation: tri-(1-butyl)methylammonium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide.

**

Conductivity was measured at room temperature for all liquids.
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Table IV. Properties of the electrospray beams: electrospray current, I E (nA); beamlet current,

I B (nA); beamlet mass flow rate, m (kg/s); average charge to mass ratio of droplets,   
(C/kg); average droplet diameter,  d  (nm); number of molecules in the average droplet, N d ;
acceleration potential, V A (kV); average droplet velocity,  v  (km/s); molecular energy, E m
(eV); kinetic energy per unit area E (eV/nm2); and stagnation pressure  PS  (GPa). The last
four parameters correspond to the minimum and maximum values of their ranges.

IE

IB

m

 

d 

Nd

330

46.5

4.54×10-11

1024

37.0

400,804

485

32.0

5.17×10-11

618

51.9

1,106,188

700

27.5

5.47×10-11

503

59.5

1,666,778

EAN

895

14

6.81×10-12

2054

20.1

29,849

EMI-BF4

1350

17.5

1.47×10-11

1194

29.9

55,048

EMI-Im

285

14

2.13×10-11

656

34.6

59,031

TES

240

10.8

1.84×10-11

585

36.3

55,474

TPP

54

6.7

2.30×10-11

292

79.0

179,811

Liquid
FM

VA

v

Em

E

PS

8.0/24.0

4.0/7.0

4.2/12.7

357/1076

9.3/28.0

8.2/24.2

3.2/5.5

2.5/7.5

311/918

5.8/17.0

8.2/24.2

2.9/4.9

2.1/7.0

291/856

4.7/13.8

EAN

3.5/24.5

6.3/10.0

21.9/56.4

190/1328

24.7/63.5

EMI-BF4

8.5/24.5

4.5/7.6

20.1/60.0

408/1177

13.1/37.9

EMI-Im

8.2/25.2

3.3/5.8

21.9/67.2

297/911

8.3/25.3

TES

8.1/26.1

3.1/5.5

19.7/63.3

264/848

7.0/22.5

TPP

33.9/41.9

4.5/4.9

88.8/98.2

771/900

9.9/10.9

Liquid
FM
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V.3 Experimental Results
Figure 23(a) shows the sputtering per unit area as a function of the projectile’s kinetic energy per
unit area for all liquids. The curves follow one of two distinct patterns depending on the
molecular mass. While the sputtering of the lighter formamide and EAN increases monotonically
with energy, the sputtering curves of the liquids with heavier molecules EMI-BF4, EMI-Im and
TES display a maximum: the sputtering first increases with energy, peaks at values of 24, 37 and
53 atoms/nm2 at 697, 659 and 589 eV/nm2, and sharply decreases thereafter to settle around 15,
17 and 28 atoms/nm2 respectively. In addition, the sputtering levels of the liquids with lighter
molecules are much lower overall. Note also that the sputtering at low energy is ordered
according to molecular weights. For example, at 620 eV/nm2, the sputtering per unit area of TES,
EMI-Im, EMI-BF4, EAN and formamide are 48, 37, 19, 8 and 3 atoms/nm2 respectively.

Figure 23. Sputtering of silicon by nanodroplets of formamide (FM), EAN, EMI-BF4, EMI-Im,
TES and TPP. The data are presented in the form of (a) sputtering per unit area vs. kinetic energy
per unit area; (b) sputtering yield vs. molecular kinetic energy; and (c) sputtering yield vs.
stagnation pressure.
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Figure 23(b) shows the same data in the form of sputtering yield versus molecular kinetic energy.
The sputtering yield of formamide stays below 0.08 in all cases, while TES exhibits the highest
yield, 3.97 at 43.9 eV. In the new abscissa scale the low sputtering yields of the lighter liquids,
especially formamide, have correspondingly low molecular kinetic energies while TPP, TES,
EMI-Im, and EMI-BF4 combine higher molecular kinetic energies with higher sputtering yields.
Finally, Figure 23(c) plots the data in terms of sputtering yield versus the stagnation pressure of
the projectile. Just like in Figure 23(a), impacts with identical energy densities (see for example
formamide and TES at 15 GPa) have very different sputtering yields.
The molecular mass of the nanodroplet also has a major effect on the topography of the surface.
Figure 24 shows photographs of bombarded areas for different liquids and stagnation pressures,
together with surface maps measured with an AFM. The beamlet carves a circular depression
surrounded by a thin layer of deposits. The photographs provide a qualitative estimation of the
roughness: because the samples are illuminated along the line of sight, a rough surface scattering
light in all directions reduces the intensity that comes back to the camera, and appears darker
than a smooth, specular surface. At similar stagnation pressures the surfaces bombarded by
liquids with high molecular mass appear dark and are therefore rough, while those bombarded by
EAN and formamide are bright and hence smooth. The AFM measurements are more
quantitative: the top row shows the original surface of the target, which has a roughness of 1.2
nm, and three surfaces bombarded by formamide at fixed stagnation pressure and increasing
droplet diameter. The surfaces bombarded by formamide are covered by indentations with
diameters from tens to a few hundred nanometers, which must be the sign of individual impacts.
The depths and diameters of the indentations augment with the size of the nanodroplets, and the
roughness increases from 7.5 nm to 14 nm as the droplet diameter increases from 37 to 59.5 nm.
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The surfaces bombarded by the ionic liquids are displayed in the bottom row. The EAN
nanodroplets, which have the smallest average diameter, produce the smoothest surface with a
roughness of 1.7 nm, while the surfaces bombarded by TES, EMI-Im and EMI-BF4 display a
double pattern of indentations different from the formamide and EAN cases: the nanometric
craters produced by individual impacts are superimposed over much larger craters with diameters
of several microns. The high roughness of these three surfaces, 43.5, 46.9 and 47.9 nm
respectively, is mostly the result of these micron-sized craters.
Figure 25 plots the roughness as a function of the projectile’s stagnation pressure. We omit the
representation in terms of the molecular kinetic energy because the roughness of the surface is
dominated by cratering, a phenomenon associated with the energy density of the impact. Initially
the roughness for any liquid increases moderately with the stagnation pressure and is correlated
with the average droplet diameter, ranging between 0.4 and 17 nm. In this low energy region the
roughness is caused by indentations of the order of the size of the projectile. This trend changes
at about 11 GPa for the liquids with high molecular mass, when the roughness of EMI-BF4, EMIIm and TES starts to increase until they peak at 79.8, 46.9 and 43.5 nm respectively. The
increase in roughness is caused by the presence of craters almost two orders of magnitude larger
than the projectiles, which only appear in the surfaces bombarded by EMI-BF4, EMI-Im, TES
and TPP. These micron-sized craters are always absent in the formamide and EAN samples.
After peaking between 14.4 and 20.2 GPa, the roughness of EMI-BF4, EMI-Im and TES
decreases sharply down to values near 7 nm.
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Figure 24. Photographs of silicon targets bombarded by formamide (FM), EAN, EMI-BF4, EMIIm and TES, together with AFM measurements of typical 5×5 µm patches. An AFM
characterization of the original silicon surface is included for reference.
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Figure 25. Roughness of the silicon surfaces as a function of the projectile’s stagnation pressure.

The presence of a maximum in the roughness curves and the sharp decrease thereafter are
analogous to the evolution of the sputtering curves in Fig. 23. In addition, for each one of these
three liquids, the roughness and sputtering curves peak at the same values of the stagnation
pressure. The scanning electron micrographs in Fig. 26 provide a visual description of the
evolution of the patterns of craters. The top row shows the small indentations produced by the
formamide beamlets, which only increase moderately in size with the energy of the nanodroplets.
Conversely the variation of the diameters of the craters caused by the EMI-BF4 and EMI-Im
nanodroplets is much more substantial in the same range of stagnation pressures. As the energy
of these droplets increases, the nanometric indentations gradually give rise to larger and deeper
craters with sizes of several microns in the case of EMI-BF4, and of tens of microns for EMI-Im.
At even higher energies these large craters are suppressed, and only the initial pattern of
nanometric indentations remains.
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Although experimental limitations restricted the characterization of TPP to a narrow range of
kinetic energies, it is apparent that this liquid behaves like the heavy molecular weight EMI-BF4,
EMI-Im and TES. Besides the high roughness measured in the samples bombarded by TPP, the
SEM image in Fig. 27 shows that TPP nanodroplets produce the micron-sized craters only
observed in the bombardment by liquids of high molecular mass.

Figure 26. SEM images of silicon surfaces sputtered by formamide (FM), EMI-BF4 and EMI-Im
droplets, at overlapping ranges of stagnation pressure within 14 and 32 GPa. Formamide creates
a pattern of nanometric marks with sizes that have a small dependence on droplet energy. EMIBF4 and EMI-Im, with molecular masses approximately 4 and 8 times higher than formamide
respectively, carve larger craters with diameters increasing with stagnation pressure. These large
craters disappear at high enough impact velocity.
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Figure 27. SEM images of a silicon target bombarded by TPP droplets, at a stagnation pressure
of 11 GPa. This liquids produces a pattern of micron-sized indentations similar to that observed
in EMI-BF4, EMI-Im and TES, and absent in formamide and EAN.

V.4 Discussion
A key question in nanodroplet sputtering is whether the processes leading to the ejection of
atoms can be modeled as a continuum, macroscopic problem or necessarily require an atomistic
formulation. The large diameter of the nanodroplet compared to the size of its molecules and the
large number of molecules in the nanodroplet suggest that the ejection should exhibit
macroscopic behavior. Examples of macroscopic mechanisms that could be responsible for the
ejection are thermal evaporation from the surface melted by the impact, and the release of
clusters of atoms from this liquid phase by hydrodynamic instabilities. However, the
experimental results do not support the macroscopic ejection hypothesis. This is best observed in
Fig. 23(a), where projectiles that are macroscopically similar sputter very different numbers of
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atoms. For example, the average EMI-Im and formamide (IE = 330 nA) nanodroplets have
similar diameters, 34.6 and 37.0 nm respectively, yet their sputtering per unit area are 37 and 3
atoms/nm2 when a similar energy density of 650 eV/nm2 is transferred to the target. Although the
projectile diameters of other liquids fall within a broader range, the normalization of the
sputtering and the kinetic energy with the cross section of the projectile should reduce size
effects. Thus, the disparities between the different curves in Fig. 23(a) indicate that the molecular
properties of the projectile must have an important effect in sputtering.
The observation in Fig. 23(a) that at energies below the maxima the sputtering increases with the
molecular mass suggests that this parameter plays an important role. We can think of two reasons
explaining this correlation between sputtering and molecular mass. First, the energy transferred
by a molecule to those few atoms affected by knock-on collisions is proportional to its mass.
Thus, the heavier the molecule the lower the velocity that is required to produce target atoms
with sufficient energy to overcome the surface binding potential, i.e. to be sputtered by knock-on
collisions. Second, we expect a rise of the temperature of the surface, and hence of thermal
sputtering, with increasing molecular mass at constant stagnation pressure: the larger energy
transferred to the knock-on atoms and the greater separation between these points of contact in
the case of heavier molecules, should translate into a higher spatial unevenness of the energy
density in the target. Upon local equilibration the higher unevenness will cause higher
dissipation, a more elevated temperature field, and ultimately lead to a higher evaporation rate.
The different response of formamide and EAN compared to EMI-BF4, EMI-Im and TES could
also be due to chemically enhanced sputtering, rather than to the disparity in molecular masses.
Unlike formamide and EAN, fluorine is present in EMI-BF4, EMI-Im and TES. This chemical
element is highly reactive with silicon, and is widely used in reactive ion etching of this
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semiconductor [61]. TPP was included in this study to test whether the enhancement of
sputtering in the case of EMI-BF4, EMI-Im and TES is a molecular mass or a chemical effect,
since TPP does not contain fluorine and has a molecular mass that nearly doubles that of TES.
Although we could not characterize this liquid in a broad range of energies due to difficulties
associated with its electrospraying and limitations of our experimental setup, the three TPP
points in Fig. 23 show that this liquid, despite lacking fluorine, has the high sputtering efficiency
typical of EMI-BF4, EMI-Im and TES. That is, the enhancement of sputtering is likely due to the
molecular mass effect. Besides this direct evidence there are other arguments against the
importance of chemical sputtering: first, it is unlikely that a significant number of the strong
covalent B-F and C-F bonds present in EMI-BF4, EMI-Im and TES will break upon impact under
our experimental conditions. For example, atomic dissociation in the covalently bonded fullerene
projectile, C60, only starts at impact energies exceeding 8.3 eV per atom [62], while this number
is only 1.5, 1.4 and 1.2 eV for EMI-BF4, EMI-Im and TES at the sputtering maxima. Second, the
sharp drop in the sputtering yield of EMI-BF4, EMI-Im and TES at increasing energy is at odds
with chemical sputtering, because the fraction of broken B-F and C-F bonds should correlate
with the molecular kinetic energy.
The sharp drop of the sputtering yields for EMI-BF4, EMI-Im and TES at projectile energies
exceeding a critical value is surprising. This behavior was previously reported in experiments
with EMI-Im nanodroplets impacting on silicon. Although the sputtering yields of GaAs, GaSb,
and InAs bombarded by EMI-Im also display maxima, these are much less pronounced and the
sharp drops observed in Fig. 23 are unique to silicon. Furthermore, we are unaware of a similar
behavior when silicon is bombarded by either molecular ions or gas cluster ions. From previous
experimental and molecular dynamics work on the Si/EMI-Im pair we know that the impact
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velocity at which the sharp drop occurs coincides with the formation of a substantial amorphous
layer, and we think that this amorphous layer is reducing the sputtering efficiency of the
nanodroplets. Although an amorphous layer of a few atoms is formed by EMI-Im nanodroplets at
stagnation pressures below 9 GPa, its thickness only starts increasing at this point, becoming
nearly constant and comparable to the diameter of the projectile at stagnation pressures
exceeding 18 GPa [52], a value that coincides with the sputtering and roughness maxima in
Figures 23(c) and 25. Thus the immediate cause for the sharp drop of the sputtering yield
probably is the new atomic ordering of the region affected by the impact. The amorphization
results from the dissipation of a fraction of the projectile’s kinetic energy in the region of the
target surrounding the impact, the melting of this area, and a subsequent quench that prevents the
resolidification in crystalline form. The association of the sharp drop in sputtering yield with
projectiles of heavy molecules is consistent with the expected correlation between dissipation
and temperature on the target, and the molecular mass: although we have not characterized the
atomic arrangement of the bombarded targets, it appears that in the velocity range of our
experiments only the heavier molecules are able to dissipate enough energy to melt a substantial
layer of the target, and therefore to produce the amorphous region of sufficient thickness able to
reduce the sputtering efficiency of the nanodroplets.
The roughness is a measure of the craters left by the impacts. Molecular dynamics simulations
have shown that the impact of an EMI-Im nanodroplet on single-crystal silicon produces a
spherical-cup crater with a diameter similar to that of the projectile, and a depth that increases
with its velocity [52]. This is consistent with the present results at low energy, where the
roughness is caused by indentations with dimensions of the order of the diameter of the
projectiles, and moderately increases with the velocity and the diameter of the droplets. This
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situation changes at higher energy for the liquids with heavier molecules, when much larger
craters appear in addition to the projectile-sized indentations. These large craters were discussed
in previous sputtering work based on the EMI-Im/Si pair [63], and the present data show that
they are only produced by projectiles with high molecular mass. Each micron-sized crater is
carved by a single nanodroplet on a surface modified by a large number of previous impacts. The
accumulation of impacts damages the target (e.g. by sputtering atoms, creating grain boundaries
and dislocations, inducing thermal stresses that may contribute to the nucleation and growth of
cracks, etc.) until a critical point is reached in which one additional impact carves a crater orders
of magnitude larger than the projectile. At still higher energies the formation of a thick
amorphous layer apparently eliminates the conditions leading to micron-sized craters, just like it
changes the resistance of the surface to sputtering.

V.5 Conclusions
The molecular mass of a nanodroplet has a strong effect on how its energetic impact modifies the
surface of a silicon target. Liquids with high molecular mass like EMI-BF4, EMI-Im, TES and
TPP sputter significantly more atoms than formamide and EAN, which have much lighter
molecules; a few of their projectiles are able to carve craters orders of magnitude larger than
their diameters; and their sputtering yields and associated surface roughness exhibit sharp
maxima. The strong dependence on the molecular mass is rationalized in terms of the increased
kinetic energy of heavy molecules. Having more energy to transfer in the first few collisions with
target atoms, heavier molecules generate more knock-on atoms able to overcome the surface
binding potential. A second molecular-size effect driving thermal sputtering is the higher energy
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dissipation and increased target temperatures caused by the impact of heavier molecules. This
effect may also be responsible for the presence of maxima in the roughness and sputtering
curves, through the melting and subsequent resolidification in amorphous form of a thick layer
that responds differently to the impact of the nanodroplets.
The very different sputtering by droplets that are macroscopically similar (i.e. droplets that have
the same diameters and kinetic energies), and the strong dependence of the effects of the impact
on molecular mass, indicate that nanodroplet sputtering is intrinsically a molecular phenomenon,
dominated by the transfer of energy under non equilibrium conditions. Therefore a continuum
formulation is ill-suited for the modeling of this problem.
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Chapter VI.

The Effect of the Molecular Mass on the Sputtering
of Si, GaN, GaAs, Ge and SiC by Energetic
Bombardment of Electrosprayed Nanodroplets in
the Low Diameter Range

VI.1 Introduction
The impact of an accelerated electrosprayed nanodroplet upon a target surface imparts high
energy densities into the collision area and produces sputtering and topographic changes on the
target surface. This article studies the effects of the projectile’s molecular mass on the sputtering
of different hard semiconductors with nanodroplets in the lowest range of particle diameter
attainable with electrospray sources. The small mass and high charge of these projectiles enables
the exploration of an extended range of projectile’s kinetic energy which is the highest ever used
in nanodroplet impact. Electrospray beamlets of the ionic liquids ethylammonium nitrate (EAN)
and 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl) imide (EMI-Im), with molecular
masses of 108 and 391 amu, are used to ablate the surface of single-crystal targets of Si, GaN,
GaAs, Ge and SiC. The beamlet charge-to-mass ratio is characterized via time-of-flight, to
determine the average diameter, impact velocity, stagnation pressure and molecular kinetic
energy of the projectiles. The estimated ranges of droplet diameter, velocity, stagnation pressure
and molecular kinetic energy are 10-14 nm, 7-17 km/s, 40-190 GPa and 50-420 eV, respectively.
The projectile’s molecular mass has no significant effect on the topography of surfaces resulting
from the bombardment. For all combinations of materials and beamlets, the surfaces of the
sputtered areas are smooth and present patterns of indentations caused by the impacts of
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individual nanodroplets. These marks have diameters between tens and a few hundreds of
nanometers, and their size correlates with the size of the projectiles. The molecular mass of
projectiles, however, has an influence on sputtering yield. For each of the targets, the sputtering
yield produced by EMI-Im, with heavier molecules, is predominantly higher than the yield
associated to EAN. The maximum sputtering yield obtained with EAN nanodroplets is 5.4 atoms
of substrate per liquid molecule for the GaN target and lower for the rest of substrates,
considerably inferior to the maximum yields of GaN, SiC and Ge attained with EMI-Im: 25.1,
11.5 and 10.9 atom/molecule. The correlation between sputtering and molecular mass is
explained by the molecular nature of the nanodroplet sputtering phenomenon. The non-optimized
nanodroplet beamlets produce maximum sputtering rates as high as 1970 nm/min for GaAs with
EMI-Im.
This introductory section is followed by a description of the experimental setup and the time-offlight characterization of the electrosprays in Section VI.2. Section VI.3 presents the results and
discussion of the sputtering experiments in terms of three main figures of merit: the roughness of
the sputtered surfaces to assess the topographic changes produced by the nanodroplet impacts,
the sputtering yields and sputtering rates, for a high range of impact energies. The conclusions
from this study are summarized in Section VI.4.

VI.2 Experimental Apparatus and Beam Characterization
The experimental setup is presented in Fig. 28. Sputtering experiments are performed inside a
vacuum chamber with a pressure of 8×10-6 Torr. The electrospray source involves a 1.2 cm long
platinum tube with 160 µm and 460 µm inner and outer diameters, tapered to 180 μm at the tip
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where the Taylor’s cone is formed. At the opposite end of the Pt tube, a fused silica capillary is
inserted, delivering to the emitter the ionic liquid from a reservoir located outside the vacuum
chamber. The length, inner diameter and outer diameters of this capillary are 31.3 cm, 40 µm and
150 m respectively. The liquid flow rate delivered to the emitter tip is controlled by adjusting
the pressure in the external reservoir within 80 and 350 Torr over the pressure of the vacuum
chamber. A grounded round electrode is placed in front of the emitter to extract the spray.
Voltage V E in the range of 2-3 KV is applied to the liquid producing an electrospray which is
operated in the cone-jet mode. The polarity of V E is negative for EMI-Im and positive for EAN,
hence generating negative and positive nanodroplets, respectively. The total current drawn from
the electrospray is I E . A 0.55 mm diameter pinhole is bored at the axis of the extractor
electrode, allowing a small fraction of the electrospray beam to travel across. This beamlet with
current I B is aimed at the target consisting of single-crystal wafers of five different
semiconductor materials, all purchased from El-Cat Inc. The SiC targets are 10×10×0.43 mm
hexahedrons of the 6H polytype, with [0001] orientation. The Si, GaAs and Ge targets are 2 in.
wafers with [100] orientation. The GaN target is a 100 μm thick epilayer of the semiconductor
with a [0001] orientation, grown on a 2 in. sapphire wafer. The target is mounted on an XYZ
stage. The distance from the extractor to the target during experiments is 6-7 mm. To further
accelerate the beamlet nanodroplets towards the wafer, a potential VT of magnitude within the 938 kV range and polarity opposite to the droplet’s polarity is applied at the target, resulting in a
total droplet acceleration voltage of V A  VT  VE . Accelerating the beam particles to speeds in
the order of km/s requires high values of VT . It is advantageous to work with positive VT since,
at a given potential, undesired discharges to the surroundings are less likely to occur from a
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positively charged body than from a negatively charged one; the energy threshold to produce the
discharge of positive ions is much higher than the barrier associated to the emission of electrons.
Positive VT was chosen for sputtering experiments with EMI-Im, allowing maximum values of

VT up to +34 kV free of discharges. Such choice was not possible for the case of EAN. The
stability of electrosprays of EAN in negative mode was hindered by the formation of gas at the
Taylor’s cone, most likely as the byproduct of an electrochemical reaction. This instability was
removed by spraying EAN in positive mode and accordingly applying negative VT at the target,
what restricted the VT voltage range for EAN experiments to a maximum of -24 kV. The
temperature of the electrospray emitter is adjusted by means of a resistor and a thermocouple,
both embedded at the extractor electrode and connected to a digital controller.
The beamlet is characterized using a time-of-flight setup [46], similar to the one described in
Chapter II of this thesis, Figure 2. Figure 29(a) shows I B (t ) instants before and after turning off
the electrospray at t  0 , for both EAN and EMI-Im electrosprays. The beamlets are formed by
molecular ions and charged droplets. The curve shows a sharp step near the origin, caused by the
faster particles in the beam, i.e., singly charged ions. The subsequent and more gradual
decrement is due to charged droplets [45]. The time-of-flight data is converted to a mass-tocharge distribution as described by Equation II.1. Figure 29(b) shows the mass-to-charge
distribution f (m / q) for the EAN and EMI-Im beamlets. The population of singly charged ions
corresponds to the sharp peak near the origin of each curve.
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Figure 28. Schematic of the experimental setup. An electrospray source is located inside a
vacuum chamber, producing nanodroplets which are accelerated to hit a target. A time-of-flight
device is used to characterize the electrospray beamlets. The polarities of V E and VT as shown in
the schematic correspond to the operating conditions for EMI-Im. Both polarities are inverted to
operate with EAN.
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Figure 29. (a) Time of flight waves associated to the electrosprays of EAN and EMI-Im (b)
Mass-to-charge ratio distributions for EAN and EMI-Im. The integral of the distributions yield
the mass flow rates of each electrospray.

The charged nanodroplets associated to the peak of higher mass-to-charge ratio present a wider
distribution of mass-to-charge ratio. Note the presence of a third peak in the EAN curve, located
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between the singly charged ion and the droplet Gaussian peaks. It is not clear whether this peak
is an artifice generated by the time-of-flight fitting from which the mass-to-charge distribution
curve is obtained or it rather denotes the actual presence of a second population of ions. The
integral of the mass-to-charge distribution function yields the mass flow rate collected by the
time-of-flight electrometer, as described by Equation II.2. Note that the mass flow rate associated
to ions represents a negligible fraction compared to that of the charged nanodroplets. We define
the droplet average charge-to-mass ratio from the current and the mass flow rate of the beamlet

 . The values of    for EAN and EMI-Im are 5505 and 2748 C/kg. Note that
as     I B / m
this definition is arbitrary, and alternative definitions such as the weighted average of the massto-charge distribution yield significantly different values for    : 2044 and 1847 C/kg,
respectively. The average diameter of droplets is estimated with    , under the assumption
that droplets are charged at 68% of their Rayleigh limit, the maximum charge that a stable
droplet can contain:

 d   0.68

2/3

 288   0 
 2

2 
   

1/ 3

(VI.1)

0 stands for the permittivity of the vacuum, is the surface tension of the liquid and  is the
density of the liquid. Experiments with electrosprayed nanodroplets of EMI-Im and propylene
carbonate confirm the suitability of the 0.68 factor [47]. The velocity of the projectiles is
calculated from    and the acceleration potential as  v   2    V A .
Arrays of points are carved in the target during sputtering experiments with the beams of EAN
and EMI-Im. Each point of the wafer is exposed to the beam for 600 seconds. The settings of the
electrospray source are kept constant during the experiment, while the target potential is changed
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from point to point of the array to produce marks at different droplet kinetic energies. The
topography of the sputtered surfaces is characterized with an atomic force microscope, AFM.
The surface roughness is expressed in terms of the root-mean-square of the heights of the
measured surfaces. A profilometer is used to quantify the volume of material that is sputtered
from the target. The following parameters are used in this paper to report the sputtering results:
the sputtering yield Y, or average number of substrate atoms ejected per molecule in the
projectile; the droplet sputtering yield Yd, or average number of atoms ejected from the substrate
by a 10 nm droplet of liquid; sputtering rate R, or average depth of the marks carved by the beam
in the substrate per unit time; the kinetic energy of a liquid molecule, Em; the droplet kinetic
energy Ed, or total kinetic energy of a 10 nm droplet; and the stagnation pressure of the projectile
PS. These parameters are defined as functions of experimental data and physical properties as
follows:

Y

C nC  ml
,
mC m 

Yd 

C nC  ml 10

Nd , R 

mC m
A
Ed  ml    VA N d10 ,

(VI.2-4) Em  ml    VA ,
PS      V A

(VI.5-7)

where  C and mC are the density and atomic mass of the substrate’s crystal; nC is number of
atoms in the crystal cell;  is the volume of substrate sputtered by the beamlet; ml is the
molecular mass of the nanodroplet;  is the exposure time to the beamlet; N d10 is the number of
liquid molecules contained in a 10 nm diameter droplet; and A is the area of the mark carved by
the beamlet.
Table V outlines the physical properties of the liquids. In the previous Chapter, we have reported
the strong effect of the projectile’s molecular mass on the sputtering of silicon. Liquids with
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higher molecular mass ( ml  200 amu ) sputter significantly more atoms and produce rougher
surfaces than those with lighter molecules ( ml  100 amu ). In the present Chapter EAN and
EMI-Im have been selected to cover both ends of the molecular mass range. Electrical
conductivities are measured at room temperature. The rest of values in Table V are from
published work.

Table V. Summary of the physical properties of liquids: molecular formula; molecular mass, ml
(amu); estimated molecular diameter, d m (nm); density,  (kg/m3); surface tension,  (N/m) and
conductivity,  (S/m).

Liquid

Formula

ml

dm





EAN

C2H8N2O3

108.1

0.585

1261

0.047 [56] 2.03

EMI-Im

C8H11F6N3O4S2

391.3

0.844

1520

0.037 [64] 0.77

** Conductivity

K **

was measured at room temperature for both liquids.

Table VI summarizes beamlet parameters. The two values provided for impact velocity,
molecular kinetic energy, droplet kinetic energy and stagnation pressure correspond to the
minimum and maximum acceleration voltages used for each liquid. The operating conditions of
the beams are selected to minimize the mass flow rate, so that the droplet charge-to-mass ratio is
maximum and the size of droplets is minimized. The obtained droplets are very small, with
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diameters of ~10 nm, comparable to the size of the largest projectiles used in gas cluster ion
technique [65]. However, the high charging level imparted by electrospraying technique, closer
to the Rayleigh limit [32], makes it possible to accelerate the nanodroplets into speeds over 17
km/s, with kinetic energies over 600 keV per drop and stagnation pressures of nearly 200 GPa.
The optimal operation conditions for EMI-Im and EAN are found at 70ºC and room temperature,
respectively.

Table VI. Summary of the electrospray beam properties: electrospray current, I E (nA); beamlet
current, I B (nA); beamlet mass flow rate, m (kg/s); average droplet charge-to-mass ratio,   
(C/kg); average droplet diameter,  d  (nm); number of molecules in the average droplet, N d ;
10
number of molecules in a 10 nm diameter droplet, N d ; acceleration potential, V A (kV); average

droplet velocity,  v  (km/s); molecular energy, E m (eV); kinetic energy of a 10 nm diameter
droplet, E d (keV/drop); and stagnation pressure  PS  (GPa). The last five parameters are
computed at the minimum and maximum values of their respective ranges.

m

 

d 

Nd

N d10

VA

24

4.36×10-12

5505

10.4

4137

3678

8.7/26.7

13.5

4.91×10-12

2748

13.6

3081

1233

9.9/37.9

Liquid

IE

IB

EAN

851

EMI-Im

180

v

Em

Ed

PS

9.8/17.4

53/169

198/621

60/190

7.4/14.4

111/423

137/466

42/160

VI.3 Results and Discussion
Figure 30 shows micrographs and scanning electron microscope images of several spots of a
GaN target sputtered with beams of EMI-Im and EAN nanodroplets at different acceleration
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potentials. For each liquid, all the micrographs are taken with the same magnification, and the
samples are illuminated along the line of sight. Rough surfaces scatter light in all directions
reducing the light intensity that comes back to the camera, and appear darker than smooth
surfaces. While the stagnation pressure ranges at which the marks are produced with EMI-Im
and EAN are nearly coincident, the acceleration potentials associated to the EMI-Im beam are
significantly higher due to its lower specific charge.
At lower acceleration potentials, the beamlet produces a flat circular depression surrounded by a
deeper ditch. The diameter of this mark decreases at increasing acceleration voltage because the
axial electric field between the extractor and the target, which is proportional to the acceleration
voltage, reduces the polar angle of the particle trajectories exiting the extractor orifice. For GaN
and the rest of materials in this work, typical depression diameters for low and high acceleration
potentials are respectively 1 and 0.12 mm for EMI-Im and 1 and 0.6 mm for EAN. Note that at
the higher acceleration potentials the EMI-Im beamlet produces craters with lower diameter than
the orifice at the extractor electrode, 0.55 mm, which is only possible if the electric field
becomes non-planar and the beamlet is focused. Focusing becomes significant when border
effects on the electric field are magnified at high VA adding spherical distortion to the initially
planar electric field. The depressions left on the target by beams with high acceleration potential
are not flat at the center and their shape is not round. The depth of the craters increases with
acceleration voltage as a result of the higher sputtering yield associated to increasing molecular
kinetic energy of the projectiles, and the contraction of the crater area at increasing VA . For
instance, the depths of the GaN, Si, SiC, GaAs and Ge targets produced by EMI-Im are 0.9, 0.5,
0.8, 1.6 and 1.7 µm at VA =12kV , and 17.5, 7.0, 7.0, 18.0 and 15.7 µm at VA = 32kV . The depths
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carved by EAN in the same targets are 0.9, 0.4, 0.7, 0.9 and 1.2 µm at VA = 8kV and 3.4, 1.3, 1.7,
3.1 and 2.8 µm at VA =18kV .
The topography of a surface sputtered with nanodroplets is affected by the diameter of
projectiles. Several 5 µm × 5 µm surface maps measured with an AFM are compared in Figure
31, including data from previous work to extend the comparison. Figure 31(a) shows three Si
surfaces sputtered by beams of EMI-Im with similar stagnation pressure and increasing droplet
diameters of 13.6 nm, 27 nm [33] and 34.6 nm [data from Chapter V]. The associated root-meansquare roughness is respectively 1.2, 5.5 and 7.1 nm.
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Figure 30. Photographs (color) and SEM images (grayscale) of GaN targets sputtered by EMIIm and EAN beamlets at different acceleration potentials. For each liquid, the micrographs are
taken with the same magnification, and the samples are illuminated along the line of sight.
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Figure 31. AFM measurements of 5×5 µm patches of (a) Si targets bombarded by beamlets of
EMI-Im with similar stagnation pressure and different droplet diameter; (b) Si targets bombarded
by beamlets of EAN with similar stagnation pressure and different droplet diameter; and GaN
targets bombarded by beamlets of EAN with different stagnation pressure and the same droplet
diameter.
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Figure 31(b) we compares Si surfaces sputtered with two beams of EAN of similar stagnation
pressures and droplet diameters of 10.4 and 20.1 nm [data from Chapter V], producing roughness
of 1.2 and 2.3 nm. In all cases, the surfaces are covered by indentations with diameters from tens
to a few hundreds of nanometers, and the size of these marks is clearly correlated to the droplet
diameter. These indentations are ascribed to the impacts of individual projectiles. No significant
dependence of roughness with stagnation pressure is observed in the range studied in this work
with the exception of GaN sputtered with EMI-Im. Figure 31(c) displays images of GaN surfaces
after exposure to EMI-Im beamlets with identical droplet diameter and increasing stagnation
pressure of 42, 92 and 126 GPa, producing roughness of 1.9, 4.2 and 7.1 nm. The root-meansquare roughness of Si, GaN, GaAs, Ge and SiC after sputtering with EAN and EMI-Im is
plotted versus stagnation pressure in Figure 32. The roughness of Si, GaAs, Ge and SiC is low
and constant with stagnation pressure, bounded within 1 and 4 nm.
In Chapter V, we have studied the effect of the projectile’s molecular mass and stagnation
pressure on the topography of sputtered surfaces. A strong dependence was found between the
molecular mass of the projectile and the roughness of the target in the 6-30 GPa range. Low
surface roughness bounded between 1 and 4 nm, increasing moderately with stagnation pressure
was reported for EAN nanodroplets, with lower molecular mass. In contrast, the roughness
caused by the impacts of droplets with heavier molecules such as EMI-Im exhibited nonmonotonic behavior: the roughness increased with stagnation pressure up to 50 nm, the
topography being dominated by micron-sized craters orders of magnitude larger than the
projectiles. The roughness peaked at a critical stagnation pressure and decreased sharply beyond
this point, due to the formation of an amorphous layer of material with a thickness similar to the
droplet diameter, shielding the surface from the effect of the beam. In the present work, the
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stagnation pressure range of the beamlets, 40-190 GPa, is well above the threshold of formation
of a shielding layer.

Figure 32. Roughness of the Si, GaN, GaAs, Ge and SiC target surfaces resulting from the
bombardment by EAN and EMI-Im beamlets as a function of the projectile’s stagnation pressure.
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The presence of an amorphous layer for all values of stagnation pressure explains the similar
response of the material to the impacts of EAN and EMI-Im nanodroplets and the low values of
roughness produced by both beamlets. The sputtering by electrosprayed nanodroplets is
intrinsically a molecular scale phenomenon; hence molecular variables provide a more suitable
description of its physics than continuum formulation. Figure 33(a) shows the sputtering yield
produced by EAN and EMI-Im as a function of the molecular kinetic energy for all the materials.

Figure 33. Sputtering of Si, GaN, GaAs, Ge and SiC by nanodroplets of EAN and EMI-Im,
expressed in the form of (a) sputtering yield vs. molecular kinetic energy; (b) sputtering yield vs.
stagnation pressure; and (c) droplet sputtering yield vs. droplet kinetic energy.

The maximum molecular kinetic energy obtained upon accelerating nanodroplets of EMI-Im
beamlet doubles that of EAN in our setup. Despite its lower droplet charge-to-mass ratio (1:2),
EMI-Im has greater molecular mass (4:1) and its negatively charged droplets can be accelerated
to higher potential (3:2), not being subject to the acceleration potential limitations that apply to
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the case of the positively charged EAN projectiles as described in previous section. Sputtering
yields produced by the EAN beamlet increase monotonically with the molecular kinetic energy,
reaching maximum values of 1.3, 5.4, 2.9, 3.3 and 3.9 atoms of substrate per liquid molecule for
Si, GaN, GaAs, Ge and SiC at kinetic energies within 150-165 eV. Compared to EAN, the EMIIm beamlet attains significantly higher sputtering yields as the molecular kinetic energy
increases, growing monotonically for SiC and GaN, while reaching a maximum and then
stabilizing or subtly decreasing for the rest of materials. The most efficient sputtering occurs for
GaN, with a maximum yield of 25.1 atom/molecule, greater by more than a factor of two than
the maximum yields obtained for Si, GaAs, Ge and SiC which are respectively 4.3, 9.4, 10.9 and
11.5 atom/molecule for molecular kinetic energies within the range 250-380 eV. These values of
sputtering yield are significantly higher than what can be obtained with other ion beam
techniques. For instance, the sputtering yield of SiC with Ar+ ion beam is lower than 2 atoms/Ar+
atom at the much higher kinetic energy of 15 keV [66]; the sputtering yields associated to Ga+
focused ion beam milling for Si, SiC and GaN are 2, 2.5 and 6.5 atoms/ion at kinetic energies
between 20-30 keV [67]; Ar+10,000 gas cluster ions, with a diameter of 9 nm, similar to the
nanodroplets used in the present work, sputter Si with a yield of 0.0012 atoms/ Ar+ atom [65];
even reactive gas cluster ion beam, which reacts chemically with the substrate in addition to the
physical sputtering, produces etching of Si by SF6 clusters (~2000 atoms) with a yield of 1.1
atoms/atom [68]. Figure 33(b) shows the sputtering yield as a function of the stagnation pressure.
The physical meaning of this abscissa variable is kinetic energy of the projectile per unit volume,
corresponding to a continuum treatment of the droplet impact which does not suit the molecular
nature of the nanodroplet impact. However, stagnation pressure is a commonly accepted
parameter in the description of hypervelocity impact of macrometric projectiles and has been
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used in previous nanodroplet sputtering work. The ranges of stagnation pressure for the EAN and
EMI-Im beamlets are nearly overlapping. The EAN lower density and the beamlet narrower
range of acceleration potential are compensated with its greater specific charge. Figure 33(c)
shows the sputtering data normalized for a 10 nm droplet, i.e., the sputtering yield produced on
every material by the molecules contained in a 10 nm droplet of each liquid as a function of the
kinetic energy of a 10 nm droplet. The droplet kinetic energy ranges of both liquids are similar.
In the new abscissa scale the difference of sputtering yield between the two liquids is reduced.
Taking into account the difference in the actual average droplet diameter of EMI-Im and EAN
beamlets, 13.6 and 10.4 respectively, this normalization allows the direct comparison of the
sputtering effects of EMI-Im and EAN droplets with the same diameter and energy, i.e., droplets
that are macroscopically similar. Yet, looking at each material individually, it is clear that the
droplet sputtering yield produced by the liquid of higher molecular mass, EMI-Im, is greater than
the yield associated to EAN for nearly the entire droplet kinetic energy range. In spite of the
macroscopic similarities of the projectiles, they produce significantly different sputtering yields,
a fact that reveals the molecular nature of the nanodroplet sputtering phenomenon.
The correlation between sputtering and molecular mass has previously been reported for Si
sputtered by several liquids including EMI-Im and EAN. Two reasons were proposed to explain
this correlation. First, at constant projectile stagnation pressure heavier molecules have more
energy to transfer during the first few collisions with knock-on atoms in the target, hence
enabling more atoms to overcome the surface binding energy. Second, heavier molecules at
constant stagnation pressure produce a greater rise of the surface temperature and therefore of
thermal sputtering. The rise of temperature is caused by the larger amount of energy transferred
to the knock-on atoms at the target, and by the greater separation between the points of contact at
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the target in the case of heavier molecules, which is associated with a higher spatial unevenness
of the energy density in the target. Upon local equilibration the higher unevenness causes larger
dissipation and an increased temperature field, resulting in a higher evaporation rate. The present
set of data confirms that, besides Si, this phenomenon holds for GaN, GaAs, Ge and SiC at an
extended kinetic energy range.
The sputtering rate as a function of the acceleration potential and the projectile’s molecular mass
is shown in Figure 34 for all the targets. The sputtering rate is proportional to the particle flux
impinging the target, which in turn is a function of the beamlet mass flow rate, the acceleration
voltage and the beamlet focusing. The mass flow rates of both liquids are of the same order (10%
higher for EMI-Im) and they are kept constant. The beamlet focusing is coupled to the
acceleration potential which is the only parameter that is controlled during the experiment. For
each beamlet, it is possible to compare the sputtering rates on different targets at constant
acceleration voltage. The sputtering rate increases monotonically with acceleration voltage, due
to the associated improvement of sputtering yield and the rise in the particle flux as a
consequence of the higher speed of particles and beamlet spot focusing. The maximum
sputtering rates by EAN range between 190 and 515 nm/min for Si and GaAs. The maximum
rates obtained with the EMI-Im beamlet for Si, GaN, GaAs, Ge and SiC are 700, 1750, 1970,
1575 and 750 nm/min. The high etching rates obtained with electrosprayed nanodroplets can
only be compared to those of reactive ion etching. For instance, the SiC sputtering rate by SF6
plasma is 320 nm/min [69], and even higher rates in SiC have been reported by inductive
coupled plasma (ICP) up to 970 nm/min [70]. The maximum rate for GaN by EMI-Im
nanodroplets, 1750 nm/min, nearly doubles the rate of this material by ICP, 900 nm/min [71].
The sputtering rates obtained with nanodroplet beamlets are very high compared to other
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techniques, despite the fact that these beamlets have not been optimized. Even higher rates could
be obtained by making adjustments such as increasing the electrospray mass flow rate,
decreasing the distance between the emitter and the target or focusing the beamlet into an even
smaller spot.

Figure 34. Sputtering rates of Si, GaN, GaAs, Ge and SiC produced by nanodroplet beamlets of
EAN and EMI-Im.
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VI.4 Conclusions
Surfaces of Si, GaN, GaAs, Ge and SiC sputtered with beams of EAN and EMI-Im nanodroplets
at high stagnation pressure (40-190 GPa) are smooth with root-mean-square roughness ranging
beween 1 and 7 nm, presenting patterns of indentations with diameters from tens to a few
hundreds of nanometers. These marks are ascribed to the impacts of individual droplets and their
size is correlated to the droplet diameter. The projectile’s molecular mass has no significant
effect on the topography of surfaces resulting from the bombardment. At this range of stagnation
pressure, the amorphous layer produced upon melting and ultrafast quenching of the atoms at the
surface has the thickness necessary to protect the target from the formation of micron-sized
craters which dominate the topography of surfaces sputtered by projectiles of high molecular
mass at lower stagnation pressure (10-30 GPa).
In contrast, the molecular mass of projectiles has an influence on sputtering yield. For every
material, the sputtering yield produced by the liquid of higher molecular mass, EMI-Im, is
greater than the yield associated to EAN for nearly the entire kinetic energy range explored.
While the maximum sputtering yields obtained with the EAN beamlet are lower than 6 atoms of
substrate per liquid molecule for all the targets, EMI-Im nanodroplets sputter GaN, SiC and Ge
with yields of 25.1, 11.5 and 10.9 atom/molecule. The correlation between sputtering and
molecular mass is explained in terms of the molecular nature of the nanodroplet sputtering
phenomenon. At constant stagnation pressure, heavier molecules have more energy to transfer to
the target during the first few collisions with knock-on atoms, increasing the amount of substrate
atoms surpassing the surface binding energy and being sputtered. Additionally, heavier
molecules are responsible for a higher rise of the surface temperature and therefore of thermal
sputtering. Since the energy transferred by heavier projectiles to the knock-on atoms at the target
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is greater, and the separation between the points of contact at the target associated to larger
molecules is bigger, there is a larger spatial unevenness of the energy density transferred to the
target. That causes an increase in the energy dissipation and temperature field and produces
higher evaporation rate of substrate atoms. The non-optimized nanodroplet beamlets reach
maximum sputtering rates as high as 1970 nm/min for GaAs with EMI-Im.
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